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1. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to develop valid and reliable assessments of
technical skills? 

Yes

Continued memberships through national initiatives such as the NCHSE, National Partnership for Careers in Law, Public
Safety, Corrections and Security and American Association of Family and Consumer Science were continued.  By and
through the memberships, Kansas is actively engaged in either the design or execution of third party assessments.    

Kansas is a member of the Career Pathways Collaborative (CPC), which provides states the chance to be part of
innovative new assessments, which will assess high school students’ readiness for postsecondary technical education or
entry into the workforce.  Kansas has entered into a consortium with Colorado and Mississippi to develop end of pathway
assessments. CETE at the University of Kansas is leading the assessment development, testing and implementation of
six different Career Pathways Assessment Systems (cPass) and a general CTE assessment.   Currently, each
assessment offers a mix of multiple-choice questions, technology-enhanced items, and performance-based tasks, cPass
measures skills both in the classroom and in real-world situations.    

The Kansas Advisory Committee for Career and Technical Education’s (KACCTE) purpose provides a unified voice to
advocate and provide recommendations for continuous improvement for secondary CTE to KSDE, Kansas Board of
Regents (KBOR), and the State Workforce Board.  The KACCTE members work closely with KSDE consultants to provide
direction in selecting industry-recognized credentials/certifications that are representative of industries in Kansas, as well
as, the global economy.  Through career cluster/pathway development, knowledge and skills are improved and aligned
with business and industry standards thus providing the framework for successful completion of selected third party
assessments.  KACCTE meetings are held every quarter to supply continuous support and information.  The KSDE
consultants maintain frequent contact with their Career Cluster Representative as well as attend the quarterly meetings.    

EPCs collaborate with national staff and state officers to facilitate the State FCCLA Leadership Conference and the
National FCCLA Leadership Conference.  Kansas was well represented at Nationals with 350 students that competed in
multiple events.  Over 1500 students and staff attended the state conference that included our State STAR (Competitive)
Events and two general sessions with a motivational speaker, track sessions, recognition and post-secondary exhibits.  
FCCLA Capitol Leadership Conference provided professional development and training on leadership and advocacy skills
to 250 staff and students.    

Association of Career Technical Education National Conference in New Orleans was attended in November 2015 by four
KSDE consultants and leadership.  This National conference on Career and Technical Education covers pedagogy,
trends, business standards, continuing education and guidance for students.  The group learned from other peer states
how they are improving CTE through breakouts, collaborating, networking in their areas.   KSDE Consultants attended
presentations, lectures and training in their respective areas, as well as general sessions that spoke broadly to the CTE
movement across the nation.   Approximately 70 teachers, administrators and KSDE personnel were in attendance from
across the State of Kansas.  National and state data were compared in relation to content delivered and disseminated to
colleagues in the field.    
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KBOR has contracted with a consultant to assist in developing guidelines for approval of technical skill assessments
and credential reporting to ensure that data reported is a true representation of valid credential attainment. As a result of
the consultant and KBOR staff work, we are developing a framework by which TSA's will be approved.  We will then
be vetting our recommendations through our education and business partners, and the guidelines will be incorporated
in FY17.  We have put our program alignment process on hold temporarily as TSA are a critical component of aligning
programs.  This program alignment initiative systematically aligns technical programs with the needs of business and
industry, improve the seamlessness between secondary and postsecondary technical education programs, utilize
industry-based assessments to verify the skills of program graduates, and increase the number of graduates attaining
credentials recognized and valued by business and industry. The process incorporates appropriate industry standards,
credentials, and assessments based on input from statewide business and industry committees. To date, 28 programs
have completed the Program Alignment process.    

   

2. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to develop or enhance data systems to collect and
analyze data on secondary and postsecondary academic and employment outcomes? 

Yes

Over 500 individuals completed the Data Quality Certification (DQC) Program Concentration Elective for Career and
Technical Education Data. This elective targeted data quality when gathering and reporting CTE data. The training
focuses on terminology, data elements, valid values, definitions, common misunderstandings, and applicable business
rules. Training on data accuracy and where to use it is subsequently used was also provided along with directions to
access help resources.  In order to be certified, participants were required to complete a combination of online and in
person training sessions and all corresponding homework exercises.    

KSDE, KBOR, KS Dept. of Labor and KS Dept of Commerce secondary/postsecondary partners make data driven
decisions on support, direction, and future needs for the development of pathways program of studies.  The informed
decisions are based on available data gathered through the State Longitudinal Data System, standardized completion
requirements, industry accepted certificates and credentials, consistent testing requirements across all institutions, and
tracking of students through the educational systems.    

Throughout the fiscal year CTE staff and IT staff at KSDE implemented ideas from the field and problem solved items for
updates to the Career Cluster Programs/Pathways web application system. Numerous trainings were held through
workshops, conferences, webinars, and PowerPoint presentations.  The Pathways Help Desk continues to be well
received and utilized by the field.  The help desk staff has worked with others from the KSDE data reporting systems to
problem solve many issues that affect the LEAs and their ability to submit data.    

Individual Perkins Reserve grants were awarded to 101 districts/consortiums to assist in Non-Traditional training and
updates focused on the completion of their secondary programs.  A total of 222 individual grants were awarded to districts
for over $270,968.  Information about non-traditional careers was be sent out to all districts and distributed during the CTE
Conference in February 2016 and at the K-ACTE Annual Summer Conference, held on August 1-3, 2016.  Visual
marketing pieces reflecting individuals in the workforce representing non-traditional roles were developed and will
continue to be distributed. KSDE and KBOR have plans for additional pathway areas to be highlighted for more visual
marketing.     

Established in 1987, the Kansas Training and Information Program (K-TIP) reports career technical program majors and
graduates across two-year institutions, as well as employment and wages for those students.  K-TIP was compiled from
data submitted by the individual postsecondary institutions and supplemented with data provided by the Kansas
Department of Labor (where available) concerning employment and wages.     

K-TIP data is reviewed annually and shared with the Kansas Technical Education Authority (TEA).  Utilizing the Outcome
Metrics Pilot Program measures and targets, data is reviewed first at the discipline and institution levels.  Programs are
also categorized based on the average wages earned by the graduates who exited postsecondary education and became
employed.  Programs with graduates exiting earning above $40,000 annually, as well as those earning below $20,000
annually are highlighted during the review.     

Outcome Metrics Measures and Targets  Of the students completing an approved exit point and exiting postsecondary
education:    
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--90% must earn the industry-recognized program credential documented per program alignment.    

--80% must be employed by the end of the 2nd quarter following the end of the academic year.     

--the wage earned must be 95% of the statewide entry level wage for the occupation corresponding to the field of study as
reported in the Kansas DOL Wage Survey    

As discussed last year, utilizing Outcome Metrics measures and targets as a basic framework at the systemwide level in
addition to the institution level for program evaluation would provide several points of evaluation, and may assist in
developing a consistent methodology.  Reviewing information from the Department of Labor regarding the corresponding
occupations provides a critical view of how individual programs impact the workforce, and the employment outlook
program completers should expect.     

Once basic elements of program evaluation are determined, it is important to review all programs; taking a critical look at
programs at all levels of performance targets.  Effective program evaluation might include a variety questions about the
elements reviewed, including:    

--Are certain programs consistently performing on employment and wage targets systemwide?  Can common elements be
identified that may provide insight for improvement in other programs?  How might resources be directed to ensure
performance is maintained?    

--What is the occupational outlook for the corresponding program?  Will more, less, or the same number of graduates
exiting and entering the workforce be required?  Can program graduates expect competitive salaries?  Can entry-level
wages earned be impacted through education in some occupations?      

Addressing the results of program evaluation might contain multiple elements as well as be addressed at multiple levels. 
Questions might include:    

--How might this data be considered when developing new program offerings?    

--What activities might be undertaken to maintain high performance as well as improve performance in programs
performing at lower levels?  By whom?    

--Employer Engagement, program alignment, and the Excel in CTE Initiative (SB155) be leveraged to improve
performance?    

--How might we work with students to aid their awareness of programs with an improved occupational outlook? (i.e.,
higher wages, long-term need for employment, etc.)  
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1.  During the reporting year, how did your state assess the career and technical education programs funded
under Perkins IV? 

Kansas State Department of Education (KSDE) monitored ten Local Education Agencies (LEAs) based on risk analysis
factors. The criteria for selection included the following:  1.) analyses of submitted reports;  2.) data quality and/or data
collection issues;  3.) financial issues;  4.) grant management performance; including timely submission(s);  5.) Perkins
core indicator performance levels;  and  6.) all CTE programs/clusters are current and have been properly maintained.  All
ten LEAs were assigned desk audits that required them to submit all past documentation, financials, and additional
supporting documents.  Three of the ten required additional communication to identify and resolve minor issues that
brought them into full compliance with state requirements. There was no need for additional on-site monitoring visits
beyond what was performed by KSDE Educational Program Consultants.  The LEAs would have needed to implement
improvement plans for the next fiscal year if the desk audit and desk audit/on-site generated significant findings, but none
were found.     

KSDE staff provides technical assistance to LEAs/consortiums as they developed new and/or enhanced and implemented
improvement plans during FY 2016.  When reviewed, each Pathway’s improvement plan must encompass 3 years of
improvements to their program and address the following components:  Partnerships, Physical Environment, Professional
Development, and Instructional Strategies.    

KSDE Consultants facilitate a peer review process for the secondary-level FY 2017 Carl D. Perkins Local Grant
application approval process. Teams of two peer reviewers from Kansas school districts assessed each grant application
against an aligning rubric with a third reviewer from KSDE.  The rubric outlined levels of approval according to required
uses, budget, advisory committees and district plans according to Perkins IV.  LEAs were notified of their approval status
by July 1, 2016, and they were allowed ample time to make revisions if needed to meet full state approval.    

The Kansas Advisory Committee for Career and Technical Education’s (KACCTE) purpose provides a unified voice to
advocate and provide recommendations for continuous improvement for secondary CTE to KSDE, Kansas Board of
Regents (KBOR), and the State Workforce Board.  The KACCTE members work closely with KSDE consultants to provide
direction in selecting industry-recognized credentials/certifications that are representative of industries in Kansas, as well
as, the global economy.  Through career cluster/pathway development, knowledge and skills are improved and aligned
with business and industry standards thus providing the framework for successful completion of selected third party
assessments.  KACCTE meetings are held every quarter to supply continuous support and information. 
The KSDE consultants maintain frequent contact with their Career Cluster Representative as well as attend the quarterly
meetings.    
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To remain competitive in a technology-rich, global economy, states must make sure that students leave high school with
the knowledge and skills necessary for success. The Career Pathways Assessment System™ (cPass®) offers a way to
measure high school students' readiness for post-secondary education or entry into the workforce.  Rather than focusing
on academic skills alone, cPass also measures the knowledge and skills needed for specific career pathways. With a mix
of multiple-choice questions, technology-enhanced items, and performance-based tasks, cPass measures skills both in
the classroom and in real-world situations.  cPass offers both students and states a valuable tool. Students can use the
tests to help prepare for a changing economy, and states can use the tests to help ensure a capable and effective
workforce for the future.  The Career Pathways Assessment System (cPass®) currently has seven operational
assessments and three pilot assessments available for administration. The first assessment is the General Career and
Technical Education (CTE) Assessment. This assessment covers basic academic foundations, as well
as 21st-century skills (e.g., leadership and communication). The second assessment is the Comprehensive Agriculture
Assessment, which covers agribusiness, animal systems, plant systems, food products and processing, and natural
resources/environmental science.  The third, fourth, fifth, and sixth assessments are Power Systems Assessment Module,
Plants Systems, Horticulture Module, and Animal Science which can all be given in addition to the Comp. Ag.
Assessment. The seventh assessment covers Manufacturing Production.  The testing window for these
operational cPass assessments will open in November and close in May of the current school year.  Pilot
Assessments: cPass also has three assessments currently being piloted.  They are end-of-Pathway assessments in
Design and Pre-Construction, Finance, and Comprehensive Business.      

Career Technical programs are assessed in Kansas as part of the Quality Assurance process. Each year, institutions
receiving Perkins funding are monitored for various quality assurance issues. If an institution has an issue with State or
Federal regulations, timeliness of reporting, spending in a timely manner, data, etc., the institution is assigned points
according to the issue. Institutions that have the higher number of points assigned are brought to the attention of the State
post-secondary CTE team. The team discusses the issues and decides upon the best way to correct the quality
assurance issues that the institutions are having. One of the actions that an institution could earn is the Program Review.
During the Program Review, the institution would fill out a self-evaluation for every program. The self-evaluation process
ties the Core Indicator performance to the program for an analysis and an in-depth study of how the program is achieving
or not achieving an acceptable level of performance with the Perkins core indicators. If the institution is found lacking, then
they will self-describe recommended improvement strategies. The evaluations would usually be filled out by the primary
program faculty and then reviewed by the VP or Dean of Academics at the institution. The self-evaluation documents are
provided to the State CTE staff and are reviewed. After the State CTE staff review the self-evaluation documents, an
on-site review will be scheduled with the institution. During the on-site review, State CTE staff visit with program faculty
about their self-evaluations, hold a meeting with the institution’s president and officers, hold a meeting with all faculty staff
and review each program site while checking for State issued equipment tags. A comprehensive review like the Program
Review allows State CTE staff to achieve an understanding of Perkins CTE programs first-hand and facilitates the
institution in conducting an in-depth review of their programs.    

The Kansas Board of Regents Perkins team developed a risk assessment rubric which takes into account many factors
that may place an institution/program at risk.  Throughout the year, the document is updated to reflect various changes at
an institution, programmatic issues, financial considerations, etc.  This assessment is subsequently used to determine
monitoring for the following year.  During the AY2015, the following scheduled reviews occurred:    

--2 institutions monitoring on-site and desk audit for the Office of Civil Right Compliance, as required by the Kansas
approved Targeting Plan;  --5 institutions monitored - data quality;  --4 institutions monitored - fiscal;  --4 institutions
monitored - program size, scope and quality    

Programs are also assessed through the K-TIP Report (Kansas Training Information Program.)  Established in 1987, the
Kansas Training and Information Program (K-TIP) reports career technical program majors and graduates across
two-year institutions, as well as employment and wages for those students.  K-TIP was compiled from data submitted by
the individual postsecondary institutions and supplemented with data provided by the Kansas Department of Labor (where
available) concerning employment and wages.  K-TIP data is reviewed annually and shared with the Kansas Technical
Education Authority (TEA).     

KBOR staff continue to evaluate and add data points as we are able to collect them, and this is a valuable tool that is used
not only by KBOR and the institutions, but the legislature as well in that it is a tool to highlight those really successful
programs.    
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2.  During the reporting year, how did your state develop, approve, or expand the use of technology in career and
technical education?

KSDE CTE leadership and consultants continue the use of listservs as a means of communicating vital information
through email technology.  CTE educational stakeholders must register to be a part of the listserv network.  Information
provided through a listserv may include, but is not limited to, cluster/pathway updates, notice of workshops/conferences
relative to their content area, links to various resources, notice of guidance changes, and innovative classroom strategies. 
KSDE has constantly strived to increase the number of districts reached through our listserv process.  Over 5,800
educators and administration receive communications, pertinent documents, and updates from our listservs.   A
comprehensive list is on our web site to increase awareness of all the information that is available to be sent out.  KSDE
has created a cumulative listserv to decrease the number of duplicate messages as well.    

Our web-based system, Career Pathways Program of Study Application (CPPSA), is consistently being improved with
updates and suggestions from the district users and KSDE staff.  Annually, LEAs submit program information to show
continuous improvement of their Pathway’s programs.  We are moving towards the option of updating the application only
when needed with an approved 3-year Improvement Plan in the pathway.   Maintenance of an approved pathway may
include the addition/deletion of courses in the CTE sequence; updated advisory committee membership, and the
three-year Improvement plan that reflects advisory committee recommendations; active articulation agreements; and
programs of study (POS). There were 11% more new Pathway applications implemented and approved in the Spring of
2016 than the previous year.  State consultants and the Pathways Help Desk provide technical assistance to users to
navigate the CPPSA and respond to program improvements for implementation of CTE pathways POS.     

EPC led the Transportation cluster revision process with 9 high school instructors, 1 high school administrator, 2 college
representatives, and 2 business and industry representatives.  The committee looked at what was working within the
cluster and what needed changing. The committee added one new course & combined two collision courses into one full
credit course. In addition, the committee made minor competency edits to several courses.    

The Energy pathway was newly developed for Kansas’ schools.  The number of course offerings in the business
pathways were adjusted to better reflect industry needs.  The committee is comprised of representatives from
business/industry (one from each Career Cluster), industry organizations, and advisory members from other state
agencies and school districts. They advise KSDE on needs of business & industry and assist in developing and improving
our Career Clusters & Pathways.  KSDE staff and KACCTE members representing their respective clusters/pathways
provide quarterly updates to KACCTE during the year as they continue to maintain relevant pathway choices.    

EPC provided the opportunity for all high schools to submit a Perkins Reserve grant application that would provide funding
for schools to purchase new, innovative equipment for their programs within any of the following pathways: 
transportation, manufacturing, construction, or Law & Public Safety (LPSS).  The grants went to twenty four high schools,
both large and small districts and totaled over $40,000.    

Individual Perkins Reserve grants were awarded to 101 districts/consortiums to assist in Non-Traditional training and
updates focused on the completion of their secondary programs.  A total of 222 individual grants were awarded to districts
for over $270,968.  Information about non-traditional careers was be sent out to all districts and distributed during the CTE
Conference in February 2016 and at the K-ACTE Annual Summer Conference, held on August 1-3, 2016.  Visual
marketing pieces reflecting individuals in the workforce representing non-traditional roles were developed and will
continue to be distributed. KSDE and KBOR have plans for additional pathway areas to be highlighted for more visual
marketing.      

Perkins funds allowed Barton faculty to purchase current technology to use in their programs.    

Butler Community College was able to purchase equipment and software that supported the use of technology in 10
programs.  This equipment was able to provide students with the ability to enhance hands on learning experiences using
industry recognized technology.  Equipment was purchased that enhanced the learning environment that was previously
unavailable.    
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Coffeyville Community College (CCC) purchased new equipment for the Collision Repair, EMT/Paramedic, and Nursing
programs to enhance the quality of education provided to students.  This equipment provides additional resources for the
program faculty to expose students to industry standard equipment for hands-on training/skills check-offs.  With the grant
funds, CCC purchased a solvent recycler for the Collision Repair program; a 12 Lead EKG Defibrillator Monitor and
pediatric crisis manikin for the EMT/Paramedic program; and, a medication dispensing system and PCA module for the
Nursing program.  Each year CCC administration and program faculty review program successes and challenges to
identify areas of improvement.  From these meetings and from recommendations from the program advisory committees,
the administration determines what equipment, software, or materials are needed to keep programs up-to-date with
industry technology needs.    

Colby Community College is very dedicated to improving and modernizing their CTE programs.  This is evidenced by the
equipment purchased for the Dental Hygiene, Nursing, Farm and Ranch and Massage therapy programs. The equipment
purchased will help all students to improve their skills and help to modernize the programs.    

     

Dodge City Community College was able to purchase equipment for Nursing, automotive and welding. The new modern
training equipment introduced students to technology being used by local employers and increased employment
opportunities for the students.    

Flint Hills Technical College (FHTC) was able to expand and modernize their CTE programs by expanding the program
offerings being delivered at non-traditional times and formats in order to make all CTE programs more accessible to
students, by continuing to pursue multiple delivery methods/times for all programs, including on-line, hybrid, flipped,
evening, weekend and outreach-site courses.  The other goal was to develop the courses and curriculum for the programs
to align with 3rd party accreditation standards, particularly for the Dental Hygiene, Dental Assisting and
Hospitality/Culinary Arts programs, and to prepare faculty members and students in taking 3rd party credentials for their
particular occupational fields. FHTC had a 10% increase in non-traditional time, format and location course deliveries from
one year to the next.  The major factors for this increase came from the increased number of online, hybrid and outreach
(or off-campus) site courses that FHTC delivered this year.     

For the other goal of developing courses/curriculum to align programs with external standards and to prepare faculty and
students for successfully completing 3rd party certification/licensure exams, a number of activities were completed. 
Instructors completed and passed several Microsoft exams in continued professional development for teaching their
Microsoft systems classes and obtained the Microsoft Certified Educator certification, PowerPoint certifications, MS 2013
Word certification, MS 2013 Excel certification, MS 2013 Outlook certification.  The Dental Hygiene (HYG) Director has
been collaborating with Wichita State University and the University of Missouri (Kansas City) to finalize agreements for
FHTC HYG graduates to complete their bachelor’s degree program by articulating their FHTC AAS in HYG into a
Bachelor of Science in Dental Hygiene.  The Hospitality Culinary Arts (HCA) instructors finished a curriculum re-write for
the program, which will be implemented into courses in the fall of 2016. Some major changes are a graduation
requirement to obtain a ServSafe certificate & complete a guided internship.  The Hospitality/Culinary Arts instructor
obtained the credentials to be both a ServSafe instructor and proctor of the ServSafe exams.  He also earned the Certified
Culinary Educator certification through the American Culinary Federation (ACF).  Instructor certification for both chefs is
important for FHTC’s HCA program to gain ACF accreditation.  The other Hospitality/Culinary Arts instructor completed
several online courses in preparation for obtaining his Certified Culinary Educator certification.  He will also be attending a
Sous Vide Certification the first week of April from the CREA (Culinary Research Education Academy). This certification is
internationally recognized and also counts toward CEH’s for re-certification from the ACF (American Culinary Federation).
The HCA students in the HCA135 Hospitality Accounting, Purchasing & Cost Controls class took the Manage First
Professional certification exam in April.  100% of the HCA students passed the exam. Industrial Engineering Technology
instructors, earned their MT1 Certified Trainer certification.  MT1 is a certification for entry-level electricians and
mechanics working within the pet-food industry. certification originated with the Virginia Manufacturers Association and is
now being adopted in Missouri, Nebraska, Iowa, and Kansas. The MT1 will be a test offered to future IET students at
FHTC.     
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At Flint Hills Technical College (FHTC), the Practical Nursing (PN) program purchased iStan, a high fidelity patient
simulator.  iStan was procured for use in the Simulation Hospital at Newman Regional Health (NRH), which is a
partnership between Emporia State University, FHTC and NRH.  The simulator is mainly used for FHTC students in their
2nd semester PN clinical courses which are held, in part, at NRH. A virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) server was
purchased with power supply and video cards for the IMD program to deliver all courses in an online mode.   The server
and video cards allowed all students to be able to access IMD software and resources from any computer that was
connected to the internet.  A desktop mic filter, stand and pop screen for being able to record voiceovers for all online
lessons was also purchased.  With the new equipment, all IMD courses will now be able to be delivered online.  The
Dental Hygiene (HYG) program purchased a number of items for the program including:  a Kavo Diagnodent Caries
Detecting Pen, two LED Curing Lights, a Midmark M3 Statim Sterilizer, a M11 Ultraclave Sterilizer, and a Soniclean M550
Ultrasonic and Safety Basket.  In addition, in preparation for using the new Dental Hygiene clinical lab facilities at FHTC’s
main campus, the following pieces of HYG equipment were purchased:  10 Adec Dental Chairs with units, 10 operator
stools, one sterilization unit, one center island, 10 cabinets, 10 mobile carts, a portable x-ray unit, 10 computers and
keyboards.   The Dental Assisting program purchased an intraoral camera for the program, for use and practice in the
lab/clinical setting.  The Industrial Engineering Technology (IET) instructors purchased a number of different equipment
items for the Emporia and Lawrence-Peaslee Technical Training Center labs.  Three instrumentation trainers were
purchased for use in the lab setting for the IET 217 Instrumentation.  As well, with the start-up of the IET program in
Lawrence, new lab panels and equipment were needed for the IET 113 Industrial Electricity and IET 114 Industrial Wiring
courses.  In all, the new Peaslee lab has 15 panels that are available for use by students.  Ten of the panels were
donated by Lawrence businesses and industries.  The other 5 electrical panels were purchased in major components and
then put together in the lab setting by the IET students.  As well, Arc flash personal protective equipment was obtained for
utilization as the Peaslee students are doing their lab assignments.  The IET program also purchased a hydraulic trainer
for use in both classroom presentation and lab exercises for the IET 243 Hydraulics and Pneumatics class in Emporia.
The Power Plant Technology (PPT) program purchased a number of different pieces of equipment during the fall
semester.  Several heat exchanger, valve and pump cutaways were procured for the Topeka, Garden City, Santa Fe Trail
and Kansas City outreach sites.     

     

Fort Scott Community College (FSCC) purchased welding simulators. Using the simulators will allow the students more
practice time helping them enhance their welding skills without additional consumable cost.  Nursing equipment was also
purchased so that students could obtain hands on training in the classroom that they may not be able to get at a small
rural hospital or clinical setting. FSCC also revised the curriculum in some programs to align better with current industry
needs and they have moved a program to a new location where it was setup to align better with industry needs.    

     

Highland Community College was able to purchase equipment with Perkins funds that they normally would not have been
able to obtain for the education of their students. The funds allowed instructors to gain new equipment and technologies
that otherwise would not have been possible for the students.    

Hutchinson Community College constantly checks and makes sure that the software and equipment that simulates the
work environment are up to date. Their programs’ Business Advisory Committees are fundamental in helping faculty and
administration maintain currency in our curricula, labs, and aiding faculty in their own professional growth, and providing
internship and job shadowing experiences for their students. Annually the college spends hundreds of thousands (a mix of
Perkins, state capital outlay, and institutional dollars) to provide equipment for student learning that simulates the
workplace.  With more than 20 technical programs, this is a huge commitment on the college’s part.    
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At Johnson County Community College (JCCC), Carl D. Perkins funding was utilized for technology purchases that will
enhance classroom instruction for the following programs: Emergency Medical Sciences, Horticulture Sciences,
Automotive Technology, Dental Hygiene, Electrical Technology, and Respiratory Care. Having the opportunity to
purchase state-of-the-art patient simulation equipment, vehicle systems trainers, classroom tool sets, cavitrons, power
trainers, etc. that provide students with hands on learning opportunities prepares them for their chosen career fields.
JCCC also utilized Carl Perkins funding for the Marketing & Management Program to continue to modernize the
curriculum and align program expectations with industry standards. This academic year, the program focused efforts on
three faculty development activities that will lead to curriculum enhancement. Salesforce.com, which is the most industry
recognized customer relations management platform, helps companies connect to their customers in a whole new way
with sales, service, marketing, community, and analytics apps. Faculty and students were trained on this new platform.
The goal was to expose students to a state-of-the-art technology which they will utilize in the marketing field. In addition to
classroom use, faculty will utilize the platform to connect with industry and serve as a connector when program alumni
reach out to the Marketing Management Program to invite graduates to apply for position openings. The database
capabilities will house key information to keep students and industry connected. In 2014-2015, Carl Perkins funding
assisted the Marketing & Management Program with purchasing the Emfluence Digital Marketing Platform to be used in
the classroom. This academic year, faculty will be trained to become Emfluence User Certified. This is the final
implementation of the Perkins grant project, which supported the program in 2014-2015. Four Marketing faculty members
were Emfluence user certified and can teach the platform.  Eight hours of video were developed to teach the platform and
the platform has been integrated to support industry, student, and alumni communications which is part of the
Salesforce.com project. Faculty were trained to use ePortfolio software, which is designed to assist students in
showcasing their knowledge and skills to potential employers. A consultant worked with faculty to develop
standards/criteria for implementing student ePortfolios into the curriculum. Marketing faculty were trained on WordPress
and began using ePortfolios in their classes. In addition, in an effort to create consistency and more fully utilize industry
expertise on each of the Carl Perkins eligible program advisory committees, JCCC hired a consultant to review each of
the advisory committees and make recommendations per the requirements outlined in the KBOR Carl D. Perkins
handbook. The review covered each of the following components related to membership: representation, qualifications,
characteristics, selection, size, replacement, leadership, role of sponsor, operational guidelines, meeting scheduling, and
minutes. Chairs who had Advisory Committee meetings scheduled following the presentation and discussion of the
handbook draft began to successfully implement selected procedures.  Those Advisory Committees were able to establish
terms for members, identify potential new members to their respective Advisory Committee, and discuss activities and
meeting schedules that would foster a greater sense of engagement and participation.    

     

To improve and modernize the quality of CTE programs at Kansas City Kansas Community College (KCKCC), each
program meets with their advisory committee to determine if changes need to be made to the curriculum, equipment, or
program delivery.  New equipment was purchased for classroom/lab training that would provide opportunities for students
to have hands-on opportunities to work with up-to-date equipment that will develop skills that lead to high-wage,
high-demand, and high-skill careers.  KCKCC was able to expand technology by adding computers to a nursing lab so
that allied health students can take on-line course exams.  iPads were added to the respiratory therapy program, which
enables students to access web-enhanced course resources, to access search engines for discussion topics, and to take
online and web-based exams.  Laptops were added to the building and property maintenance program to allow students
to do online testing and complete estimating and work orders using construction software while they are in the laboratory. 
The iPad in the major appliance technology program will be used to replicate the “paperless” system being used in the
field by local service companies.  A subscription to a helpdesk software will be purchased to allow students to complete
scheduling and invoicing.  The office assistant program will use the all-in-one printer to scan documents into the
appropriate file format and produce duplex copies.  The office assistant iPad will be used to record mock job interviews
that can be analyzed by the student, use travel apps to book travel arrangements, use note-taking apps for meetings, and
research other apps that could be used in business to improve productivity.    
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Labette Community College expanded the use of technology in the Dental Assistant program: using oral hygiene
instruction alligator puppet to practice patient education and when working with young children at special events and
public school dental screenings. Frequently using models of diseased teeth & gums as a teaching aid in classroom. The
Alginator is being used so students learn both the traditional way of mixing dental materials as well as the new
technology. Sonography: portable ultrasound machine has dramatically reduced the wait time in lab and increased the
hands on experience. It is also being taken to high schools and other locations to use for promotional/marketing activities.
Respiratory Therapy: using infant resuscitation mannequins, blood pressure cuffs, and stethoscopes to practice hands-on
skills. The ventilator machine aids students in learning the main job of a respiratory therapist. Radiography: using the
trauma equipment to practice mock trauma simulation. This is now a required part of their curriculum. Nursing: Perkins
funds were used to purchase additional component parts for the Noelle manikin (computerized birthing manikin) to
perform more advanced simulation scenarios. The mobile digital sphygmomanometers are being used so students can
learn to compare digital and standard (manual) vital signs of patients. The various skeletons, torsos, and models are
being used primarily as classroom aids for instruction and review of anatomy. The resource materials purchased included
3 different types of software purchased by the nursing faculty to use to enhance instructional materials, develop critical
thinking skills, and to facilitate reviewing material in preparation for licensing exam. Cultural Diversity/Sensitivity resource
materials were also purchased that will be available to all health science programs to provide additional resources to
support classroom training.    

     

Labette Community College relies heavily on input from their CTE Program Advisory Committees, accreditors, and
discipline-specific professional organizations to keep abreast and up-to-date with changes in the field.    

     

At Manhattan Area Technical College, new equipment was purchasing using Perkins funds that afforded students better
opportunities to connect with potential employers by displaying professional-level portfolios.  The Capstone class used the
Large Format Scanner to scan plans from existing structures for remodeling and designing their class projects.  The 3D
scanner facilitated a reverse engineering project in the Machine II class that comprised the students’ final projects for their
portfolios.  In Automotive Collision, an aluminum equipment repair bundle was purchased that will allow students more
exposure to newer repair techniques.  The automotive industry is fast moving towards aluminum on vehicles and the new
equipment allows students to keep up with the latest technology in structural repairs. In the area of biotechnology, the
College purchased several pieces of laboratory equipment to enhance our classes and provide exposure to the same type
of equipment students will see in the future labs. The Accuscope is being used by MLT220 Hematology, MLT 231
Urinalysis & Body Fluids, MLT 121 Introduction to the Laboratory, MLT 281 Blood Bank, BIO251 Biotechnology
Techniques Lab and BIO271 Cell Culture Techniques Lab.  The Edvocycler is used every time we give a demo to high
schools, by BIO251 Biotechnology Techniques Lab, BIO261Molecular Techniques Lab and in BIO281 Biomanufacturing
Lab. The Magnetic Stirrer is used by BIO271 Cell Culture Techniques Lab.  All of these have increased our ability to
enhance student’s skills with techniques and equipment they will use in industry. In Automotive Technology, two pieces of
equipment will further student’s knowledge and mimic industry.  First, the students will have more diagnostic opportunities
using the Picoscope 4000 for specific electrical problems. This is a tool found commonly in industry. The tool allows the
program to create better graphs of operating sensors and devices to determine faults.  It gives students a better picture of
how systems operate - and the reasons they do so.  Because of the various adapters that come along with the scope,
students will be able to connect to more devices than ever before.  The second piece of equipment is an ultrasonic parts
washer.  The new ultrasonic parts cleaner has been a great addition to the automotive program. Students have had the
most use from the parts cleaner during the engine repair class. The unit has the ability to clean inside of small circuits for
oil passages which previously, they would not have been able to clean thoroughly.  As the students became more familiar
with the machine, they have found several new items that work very well adding to the diversity of the parts cleaner.    

In order to continue providing flexibility for our non-traditional students, most of which have jobs outside of their programs
of study, MATC focused on general education course development so that CTE students have the flexibility they need to
complete these requirements in pursuit of their A.A.S. degrees.  Increasing availability of online courses in necessary core
areas can free up students to take more hands-on courses in-person and juggle outside responsibilities.  This increased
flexibility can also increase completion rates in our CTE programs.  In addition, two sections of our EMP 1901 course on
employability skills were also completed using Perkins funds. This course helps students increase their marketability to
employers and provides necessary soft skills training that will help them obtain employment.    
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Neosho County Community College’s Nursing program updated one of their computer testing labs on the Chanute
campus. This modernizes the lab to have high functioning computers that take up less space.  The lab has been equipped
with “thin client” computers that don’t require large amounts of memory.  Since all the testing is web-based, this works
perfectly for the nursing program.     

During the past academic year, North Central Kansas Technical College worked with Instructors and advisory members to
update curriculum for Electronic Engineering Technology, Business Management and Business Technology programs.
They entered into a partnership for Heavy Equipment Operation to lease new and current equipment for student training.  
  

     

Northwest Kansas Technical College was able to purchase new equipment and software to assist with instruction and to
help students meet the needs of industry. Without the support of Perkins funding, many programs would not be able to
stay current with the equipment needed within the program. On-line curriculum continues to be developed.  The college
uses Moodle as the Learning Management System.  Students are able to receive power points, notes, grades, attendance
and take exams.  Utilizing the system allows for 24/7 learning.  The college was able to buy new equipment for programs. 
The college is also dependent on donations from Business and Industry to help support the programs.  Several items
were donated to various programs.      

     

     

Pratt Community College technical faculty are committed to advancing the skill sets of students through technology
integration. Perkins funds were used to purchase a variety of differing technologically advanced hardware and software
packages. For example, students in the Electrical Power Technology Program were able to use Transformer Training
Software which challenge them as they were fully immersed working virtually with transformer connections with live
electrical power. Similarly, Automotive students learned how to work on pickup truck brakes with the newly purchased
Break Lathe.    
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Utilizing Perkins funds, Salina Area Technical College (SATC) was able to purchase four pieces of equipment to aid in
expanding the use of technology in career and technical education. SATC’s HVAC department was able to purchase a
Lockformer Triplex machine. This machine is used for sheetmetal installation. In the past, this skill had not been taught
due to not having the right equipment. The addition of this machine gave students the understanding they needed to
assist in the installation of the HVAC system at the house that the Construction program built. Having the knowledge and
skill to use this machine improves job placement for students. The Welding department was able to purchase a Fronius
Aluminum MIG Welder. This piece of equipment allows the instructors to teach the latest industry standards by bringing
Aluminum MIG welding into the curriculum. Students were able to utilize the welder to gain the knowledge and
understanding of Aluminum MIG welding. This gives their students an advantage in job readiness and preparation. The
Welding department was also able to purchase a High Dynamic Range Welding Camera. This piece of equipment serves
a dual purpose. One purpose is as a training tool to facilitate instructor demonstrations. In these instances, the instructor
can record a student’s performance on a skill and then the instructor and student can view the recording to determine
strengths and areas of improvement.  The second purpose serves as a training aid for the student. The instructor can
develop a “library” of skill recordings to show examples of good and poor welding jobs.  These can be viewed repeatedly
and the instructor can focus in on details that would be nearly impossible to demonstrate in live work. This aids in
troubleshooting and increases the quality of the weld. Students were more engaged with the camera results as it gave
them a different perspective on welding. They were able to see for themselves the finer details between a quality and
mediocre weld. The Electrical department was able to purchase a Pat750LI. This tool is used to “crimp” different types of
wires together. The press has allowed us to be able to expand our program by emphasizing grounding and bonding
requirements.  It also allows us to teach the proper techniques for making up larger connections.  The local jurisdiction
requires an irreversible ground connection and this allows us to provide the students experience with making that type of
connection.  The press proved to be invaluable during the electrical installation at the house our Construction program
built. In addition, allowed us to teach more techniques which allowed us to give the students more experience before they
graduate. SATC worked to improve, expand and modernize the quality of CTE programs by purchasing new reference
materials for technical programs. In addition, the Diesel program added an After Treatment course to their curriculum.
After Treatment has gained momentum with the changes in emissions in 2013; the Diesel Advisory board has had a lot of
input into this new course as this knowledge is pertinent to new industry standards. Students enjoyed and excelled in this
course. Feedback from employers who have hired our graduates has been positive. The Construction program built a
house from the ground up. In the past, our program has built the Habitat for Humanity house; however, they did not get
exposure to several construction concepts such as floors and stairs. Building the house gave our students additional
knowledge they would not have otherwise gained. Students enjoyed starting from scratch and watching their hard work
and efforts turn into a beautiful end product. The Dental Assistant program requested and gained approval from CODA to
expand the program to 32 students.  To get approval, the DEN program director had to justify with the agency that we
have the capacity to provide high quality instruction to a larger group of students.  This includes areas of faculty to student
ratios, facility capacity (including lab space) and the ability to place larger number of students in clinical rotations in the
community.  In addition, the program director realigned the program to provide better efficiency of classroom and lab
space and expanded the hours that are available to students for clinical experiences.    

     

At Seward County Community College/Area Technical School, new pedicure chairs were purchased for the Cosmetology
program to engage and instruct students in the new Kansas state board safety and sanitation requirements. In the Health
Division, several items were purchased and incorporated into student learning to adequately prepare them for clinical
situations and attainment of clinical competencies. A geri-mannequin for clinical simulation activities for student learning.
First and second year nursing students participated in simulations. The electric mechanical lift was utilized in our skills lab
by allied health students.  The TouchPro Screen for our High Fidelity Simulation Manikin was used to develop and run
simulations for allied health students. The following items were purchased and incorporated into student learning for allied
health programs. By providing up to date technology, students are more prepared for the workplace upon completion of
the programs. Additionally, access to Strategic Learning Associates Inc. Respiratory therapy Review Board software for
all students was purchased. NehrPerfect electronic MAR software was purchased. Simulations have been integrated into
the curriculum. The surgical technology program purchased the MedCom Trainex Advanced Training for Operating Room
Clinical Specialties series.  In the Instructional Technology Division, several items were purchased and used to engage
students in the use of new technologies that meet the expectations of employers. Modus Ultrscan tool was used for
instruction in the Automotive Technology program. Battery chargers and specialized protective equipment for working on
hybrid electric vehicles was used for instruction in the Automotive Technology Program. An air-to-air heat pump was used
for instruction in the HVAC program.    
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Wichita Area Technical College (WATC) has adopted a Digital First plan which includes an “ALL in with an Option to Opt
Out” clause.  Through this initiative WATC’s CTE programs are expanded through the use of technology in an on-going
basis.  An example of this would be in the Automotive Technology lab.  All job sheets used for lab exercises are now
completed online.  This prepares students, including students in a CTE program, for the digital world they will encounter
upon entering the workforce. The 2015-2016 academic year saw the academic division refocus its efforts in the area of
digital learning strategies. To begin the Digital Learning policy was refined to fully reflect how students and faculty across
the curriculum access and use digital instructional content and digital devices in the pursuit of teaching and learning. Once
the redefined policy was fully in place the Academic Departments supported by the staff in Instructional Technology &
Academic Success completed a long list of activities design to expand the use of technology in career and technical
education. Several activities supported the Digital Learning Initiative. The deployment of 38 new digital devices to faculty
in CTE programs including Practical Nurse, Machining, Avionics, Aerospace Manufacturing and Engineering Design. The
integration of digital e-textbooks and supplemental instructional content into the curriculums of Welding, Machining,
Surgical Technology and Medical Assistant programs. The presentation at In-service events of “digital applications” such
as Plickers and Kahoot that can be utilized effectively in the CTE classroom to encourage learning and increase
engagement. The facilitation of quarterly lunch and learn sessions focuses on digital learning tools such as One Note and
SoftChalk.  Built and deployed three light boards used in to create “interactive video content”. Online exam proctoring was
piloted in the Nursing and Avionics programs. A Digital Learning Strategies sessions was held that looked at how “digital
tools” can be used to improve learning in the areas problem solving, note taking, and communication. WATC uses a
systematic approach to make improvements, provide expansion of, or modernize the quality of its’ CTE programs.  In
FY16 the focus was on improvement in CTE programs located at our Grove campus.  WATC strived to enhance the
learning environments and focused on creating quality, up-to-date, hands-on labs for greater impact to student learning. 
Through the use of Perkins funds, WATC invested heavily in modernization of equipment for Auto Service, Auto Collision,
Carpentry and Climate and Energy Control programs.  In addition to Perkins resources, WATC used other federal grant
dollars, other State dollars and institutional funds to modernize, expand and improve these CTE programs.  Whenever
possible, WATC strives to purchase equipment that matches what industry is currently using, and to keep curriculum
updated to meet industry standards    

Washburn Institute of Technology (Washburn Tech) purchased Creative Suite software that allows students to work with
the software used in industry. When students apply for internships and jobs, the employers are impressed that the
students have been trained using the exact equipment and software they will be using outside of class. It’s a huge benefit
to these students when apply for employment. They won’t require additional training to get them up to speed.  This
software is used in both Graphics Technology and Computer Repair and Networking. A license was purchased from
Mastery Technologies that will provide access to curriculum for Arc Flash training as well as certification testing.  This
program is used by the Advanced Systems Technology students as well as the student in electricity.    

     

At Washburn University, Respiratory therapists are expected to assist with or perform a bronchoscopy.  The curricula has
a competency that students must complete in their final year.  However, it is a low-volume, high risk procedure at our
clinic sites.  Whether assisting the physician with the bronchoscopy, or performing under the direct supervision of the
physician, the therapist must be somewhat proficient with this procedure.  Currently, they have a simulation manikin with
an airway and lungs that are anatomically correct, but don’t have a bronchoscope.   Recently, a disposable low-cost
bronchoscope became available on the market.  This technology provides them with the opportunity to improve their
teaching in this area, and keep acquisition costs down. The disposable bronchoscopy can be utilized as a hands on piece
of equipment for competency evaluation, as well as, in the simulation lab (at Washburn University or Washburn Institute of
Technology) in appropriate case scenarios.  Several allied health programs have also utilized the regional simulation
center (RSC) at Washburn Institute of Technology where they can participate in inter-professional and other patient care
simulation exercises. The sim center has 4 patient bays with high-fidelity mannequins and a space for home care and
rehabilitation. Several programs in Allied Health/SAS received internal grant funding to purchase equipment or software to
improve, expand and modernize their programs. This included the Diagnostic Medical Sonography program, Radiation
Therapy program, Radiologic Technology program, and the Respiratory Therapy program.    
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3.  During the reporting year, what professional development programs did your state offer, including providing
comprehensive professional development (including initial teacher preparation) for career and technical
education teachers, faculty, administrators, and career guidance and academic counselors at the secondary and
postsecondary levels? On what topics? 

Many secondary CTE and academic instructors, guidance and career counselors, and administrators participated in
business and industry externships relative to their specific content areas through funds made available with the Perkins IV
local applications and the competitive Perkins Reserve Funds. The externship participants updated technical skills,
recognized needed curriculum revisions, and gained technology skills used in the workplace.  This professional
development is a local option that is dependent upon resources.    

Through the competitive Perkins Reserve Funds, secondary CTE instructors participated in opportunities to gain
professional skills, knowledge and industry standards relative to their specific content areas.  Special emphasis was on
professional development for instructors expanding their clusters/pathways and the need to be highly qualified to teach
the necessary knowledge and skills.  Partnerships with other teachers across the state, as well as business and industry,
are essential to dissemination of the information/skills learned at regional and state workshops/conferences on a
consistent basis.    

Over 500 individuals completed the Data Quality Certification (DQC) Program Concentration Elective for Career and
Technical Education Data. This elective targeted data quality when gathering and reporting CTE data. The training
focuses on terminology, data elements, valid values, definitions, common misunderstandings, and applicable business
rules. Training on data accuracy and where to use it is subsequently used was also provided along with directions to
access help resources.  In order to be certified, participants were required to complete a combination of online and in
person training sessions and all corresponding homework exercises.    

     

KSDE staff organized and presented ten CTE Drive-In Workshops across Kansas this fall for all clusters.  Through these
regional workshops, KSDE staff provided Pathways technical assistance, Kansas CTE updates and news, and
professional development. CTE Coordinators, teachers and administrators attended these workshops.  Training on
various components of all Career Clusters and Development of Pathways were provided to all who attended.  These
training opportunities were provided to improve the understanding of Career Clusters and the development and content of
each Pathway.    

EPCs collaborate with national staff and state officers to facilitate the State FCCLA Leadership Conference and the
National FCCLA Leadership Conference.  Kansas was well represented at Nationals with 350 students that competed in
multiple events.  Over 1500 students and staff attended the state conference that included our State STAR (Competitive)
Events and two general sessions with a motivational speaker, track sessions, recognition and post-secondary exhibits.  
FCCLA Capitol Leadership Conference provided professional development and training on leadership and advocacy skills
to 350 staff and students.    

The FCCLA Take Aim Conference provides leadership training to 550 students by teaching them about incorporating
national programs, appropriate social networking, and the STAR (competitive) events.     

EPC’s host and coordinate 200 Kansas students and advisors at the weeklong SkillsUSA National Leadership and Skills
Conference in Louisville, KY in June 2016.  Through workshops, meetings, contests, and ceremonies, the students
expand their career path and personal development. These programs include activities such as Professional
Development, Community Service, Employment, SkillsUSA Championship Contests, Public Relations, and Social
Activities.  The TechSpo Career and Job Fair exhibitors were Liquid Nails, Miller Elec., Milwaukee Tool, Snap On,
Southwire, Toyota North America, and Harley Davidson among dozens of others.   Pittsburg State University and Fort
Scott Community College, from Kansas, were also represented at the largest trade show in career and technical
education!    

EPC provided several Professional Development opportunities to high school instructors through Perkins Reserve grants:
LPSS full-day Workshop, Drafting Software Workshops, Drive-In Workshops, Cabinetmaking Workshop, Automotive
Workshop, OSHA Training Workshop, Photonics Workshop, and a Rafters Workshop.  There were 42 high school
instructors in attendance, and they were eligible for a combined total of over $14,000. This professional development will
ultimately serve all schools and students offering/taking these courses.    
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Association of Career Technical Education National Conference in New Orleans was attended in November 2015 by four
KSDE consultants and leadership.  This National conference on Career and Technical Education covers pedagogy,
trends, business standards, continuing education and guidance for students.  The group learned from other peer states
how they are improving CTE through breakouts, collaborating, networking in their areas.   KSDE Consultants attended
presentations, lectures and training in their respective areas, as well as general sessions that spoke broadly to the CTE
movement across the nation.   Approximately 70 teachers, administrators and KSDE personnel were in attendance from
across the State of Kansas.  National and state data were compared in relation to content delivered and disseminated to
colleagues in the field.    

SkillsUSA Kansas Fall Leadership Conference This is a 2-day conference in helping student work with their district
delegation, attend five to seven quality workshops, and enhance leadership skills. The programs done at the Fall
Leadership Conference are to help impact students career path and personal development. These programs include
activities such as Professional Development, Community Service, Employment, Ways and Means (Fundraising),
SkillsUSA Championship Contests, Public Relations, and Social Activities. Some of the sessions offered specifically were:
Public Speaking, Scholarships, Interview Skills, Insurance, Finance, and Housing.  Curtis Waltermire, a mentalist from
Valley Center, KS was our guest speaker. Mr. Waltermire entertained the SkillsUSA members with his mind bending
treats and extraordinary mind reading performances at both the opening and closing ceremonies. His message to
SkillsUSA members was to follow the talent or passion that is inside them. Do what it takes to succeed and make dreams
a reality. Other 30 Minutes Professional Workshops were put on by our HS State Officer Team.  The conference was
attended by over 160 students and advisors from high schools and postsecondary college’s around the state. This year
we included the TechSpo Career and Job Fair participants such as, Fort Scott Community College, Coffeyville Community
College, Northwest Kansas Technical College, and Kansas Works.    

CTSO Advisors received assistance through Perkins Reserve Grants provided funding for advisors to take students to the
National SkillsUSA Leadership Conference in Louisville, KY and to participate in professional development activities while
at the conference. Each advisor received a $500 Perkins Reserve Grant to help offset their travel costs.  This will also
benefit all students in these schools’ programs through the skills & knowledge gained by the advisors attending the PD
activities at the conference grants went to both large and small schools.    

At the Annual CTE Conference for teachers and administrators, all KSDE Consultants and Help Desk staff hosted a
“Technical Assistance” room where teachers and administrators could get one-on-one technical assistance. 
Approximately 500 people either attended or presented at the conference that was hosted by all seven Service Centers in
Kansas in cooperation with KSDE and KBOR.    

Individual Perkins Reserve grants were awarded to 101 districts/consortiums to assist in Non-Traditional training and
updates focused on the completion of their secondary programs.  A total of 222 individual grants were awarded to districts
for over $270,968.  Information about non-traditional careers was be sent out to all districts and distributed during the CTE
Conference in February 2016 and at the K-ACTE Annual Summer Conference, held on August 1-3, 2016.  Visual
marketing pieces reflecting individuals in the workforce representing non-traditional roles were developed and will
continue to be distributed. KSDE and KBOR have plans for additional pathway areas to be highlighted for more visual
marketing.      

During the grant year, the State used Perkins funds to bring in trainers for Perkins CTE program faculty across the State.
The first Statewide team teaching training was held in June in Topeka. The training was provided at no charge for
participants from Perkins approved Programs from institutions across the State. This training was the I-Best training from
Washington State which is a leader in team teaching training. The participants in the training had received State
Leadership grants for the integration of academics into CTE programs. Teams of CTE faculty, Academic faculty and
administrators from eight institutions attended the I-Best team teaching training and started working together on
curriculum and implementation of the integrating academics with team teaching. Additional professional development
opportunities were provided by State Leadership funds in August - this was a train the trainer workshop for “Bring Your ‘A’
Game to Work” by the Center for Work Ethic Development. The August trainings were held in four regional sites and were
open to Perkins program faculty and academic officers. The training gave the faculty members the tools needed to
provide this valuable soft-skills training to CTE students across the State. In addition, faculty from all institutions benefited
from professional development experiences and training in their fields throughout the grant year.  

4.  During the reporting year, how did your state provide preparation for non-traditional fields in current and
emerging professions, and other activities that expose students, including special populations, to high skill, high
wage occupations? 
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was given to groups ranging from 15 to 35 people in attendance.  In addition to training, we passed out Non-Traditional
education materials and posters.  All workshop participants were able to share the training and materials with the
appropriate staff when they returned.  They also will have a greater awareness of the Non-Traditional Core Indicators that
affect their pathway.  Non-Traditional Enrollment Guides and documents were dispersed at a total of 12 KSDE CPPSA
and Student Data Management Workdays.  The CPPSA work days were attended by more than 100 administrative and
teaching staff across Kansas.  The Pathways Student Data Management work days were also attended by over 100
administrative and teaching staff across Kansas as well.  Poster sets and other resources were also available for
educators and administrators.  Training for local districts is available for non-traditional classroom teaching, learning
strategies, and valid reporting of the non-traditional data.    

     

A KSDE consultant, whose primary responsibility is to work with the nontraditional component in Perkins, as well as
members of the Pathways Help Desk are providing non-traditional technical assistance to individual districts upon
request.  All LEAs that do not meet core indicator performance levels will submit Perkins Actions Plans which include that
they must attend these trainings. KSDE staff worked with LEA staff at six locations across Kansas twice each year.  At
each location, training and personal assistance was given to groups ranging from 15 to 35 people in attendance.  In
addition to training, we passed out Non-Traditional education materials and posters.  All workshop participants were able
to share the training and materials with the appropriate staff when they returned.  They also will have a greater awareness
of the Non-Traditional Core Indicators that affect their pathway.  Non-Traditional Enrollment Guides and documents were
dispersed at all twelve KSDE CPPSA and Student Data Management Workdays.  Poster sets and other resources were
also available for educators and administrators.  Training for local districts is available for non-traditional classroom
teaching, learning strategies, and valid reporting of the non-traditional data.    

All school district attendees of the regional CTE Cluster-specific Drive-ins were presented updates in a session with
PowerPoint materials and directed to the KSDE non-traditional web page with expanded materials, documentation and
online resources for their use within the school district.  A question and answer period followed the presentation to
address individual district concerns, ideas, or questions.  In some cases, the EPCs were able to team up with training
courses provided by a local college in addition to the cluster information presented later.    

Individual Perkins Reserve grants were awarded to 101 districts/consortiums to assist in Non-Traditional training and
updates focused on the completion of their secondary programs.  A total of 222 individual grants were awarded to districts
for over $270,968.  Information about non-traditional careers was be sent out to all districts and distributed during the CTE
Conference in February 2016 and at the K-ACTE Annual Summer Conference, held on August 1-3, 2016.  Visual
marketing pieces reflecting individuals in the workforce representing non-traditional roles were developed and will
continue to be distributed. KSDE and KBOR have plans for additional pathway areas to be highlighted for more visual
marketing.     

KSDE staff updated the Career Cluster Guidance Handbook for all teachers, administrators, and guidance counselors to
assist in the local development of Programs of Study (POS).  The document consists of 35 Cluster/Pathway Design
Sheets, definitions, POS template, course crossover matrix, and additional information needed to select and implement
pathways programs of study at the local level.  The current year handbook is available as well as the handbook for the
2017 – 18 school year was updated early to aide in planning for any new pathways.  This year even more help documents
were included to aide districts in all aspects of their pathways system maintenance, funding, and KSDE policies.  KSDE
Staff also presented multiple cluster updates to pathway instructors, state Curriculum Coordinators, and K – 12 Instructors
at several conferences and workshops.  This handbook includes several help documents to provide for nontraditional
students.      

Barton County Community College held a Career Fair    

Butler Community College CTE faculty and administrative staff addressed this section through the Unit Performance
Measurement process.  Course outlines in Agriculture, Business, IT programs, Nursing, Early Childhood, and Fire
Science are updated.  Nursing had a male cohort of 19 in the fall of 2015 1st semester class.  This is the largest male
cohort into one semester for the nursing program.  A feature article was published on the Butler web site and in area
newspapers to promote non-traditional students into the program.  Two female students were admitted into the Fire
Science Residency program.    
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Coffeyville Community College (CCC) provides non-traditional scholarships for students in a non-traditional career path
through the College Foundation.  CCC program areas design and build items for the annual College Endowment Auction
to raise funds for CTE program scholarships as well as Non-Traditional scholarships.  In addition, with the hiring of the
Career Placement Counselor, CCC is able to provide more soft skills training and provide students with an on-site
counselor to help them work through difficulties during their educational experience. CCC also hosted Manufacturing and
Tech Days during the grant year to expose high school and postsecondary students to opportunities in CTE.  These
activities included tours of area industry as well as the training programs available at CCC.     

At Dodge City Community College, technical programs host two Advisory Committee meetings each academic year.
Through these meetings with industry, faculty hear from members regarding changes that may need to be made to
curriculum and training to better prepare students entering the workforce. Each year the EVP of Academic Affairs attends
the Kansas Workforce Summit. This event is used as a networking event to discover new trends within our State
regarding workforce needs, training opportunities, and State economic development. Students have many opportunities
provided by faculty, in all programs, to become aware of job opportunities, skill sets needed, new topics, and emerging
developments within an industry through guest speakers, field trips, internships, and occupational experience.    

Flint Hills Technical College’s (FHTC) programs of study (almost all of which are non-traditional occupations for one
gender or the other) prepared all students for current and emerging careers—all of which are considered high skill, many
of which are high wage. Additionally, the Placement Report reveals that 95% of FHTC’s program completers were
employed or continuing on with their post-secondary education.  If looking only at those employed in their field of study or
continuing their education, the percentage is 76%.  The results would bear out that FHTC is doing a very good job at
preparing their graduates for their careers and placing them into high skill and high wage occupations.    

     

Fort Scott Community College hosted an annual Construction Day and Manufacturing Day allowing students from area
schools the opportunity to visit the programs and have an opportunity for hands on experiences in a variety of CTE
programs that are high skill, high wage and high demand occupations.    

     

Highland Community College utilized Student Services Representatives as well as Career Counselors to introduce and
prepare their student for the best occupations they can be hired into from their field of study. They also hosted career fairs
on their campus and at local high schools.    

Hutchinson Community College believes that an extensive investment in professional development for technical faculty
members and administrators enables their programs to learn of cutting edge practices and provides opportunities for
networking with colleagues from other institutions.  They hosted (and have plans to host annually) an institution-wide
career fair for students and the general public to provide face-to-face interaction with employer representatives and job
and career opportunities.  The Fire Science program continues to market to women and have made strides in
incorporating this gender into their program.    

Johnson County Community College utilized Carl D. Perkins funding to support speakers for the “Dudes in Nursing”
group, which is made up of male students currently enrolled in the nursing program. The two speakers discussed the
challenges of being a male in the nursing profession and personal experiences of being a male in a healthcare setting,
educational experiences, and ways of caring.  By way of evaluation, the participants found the speakers to be enlightening
and enjoyed their input about what to expect when working as a male in the nursing profession.  Overall, the students felt
the speakers’ experiences were noteworthy and encouraging. According to the faculty sponsor, as a result of the
information presented, they were compelled to modify their monthly discussions. The perceived negative side of being a
male in nursing was lessened by the speakers’ real-life experiences, which were, overall, encouraging for the students.
Students realized that males are not treated poorly in the nursing profession due to gender, not automatically given extra
work responsibilities, and not necessarily rejected. The “take away” for these students was that nurses, regardless of
gender, are valued and opportunities are plentiful in this profession.     

Labette Community College supports special population students through two major programs: The Talent Search office
(TRIO grant program) and the Student Success Center. The Student Success Center provides a variety of services to
students including career counseling, tutoring, computer/printer access, testing services, etc.    
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Manhattan Area Technical College (MATC) hosts STEM summer camps in coordination with USD 383. Additionally,
MATC develops and sponsors the State FFA Mechanics contest every May. These activities expose students to the
opportunities in current and emerging high skills, high wage professions.    

Neosho Community College has developed a proactive system of support to encourage retention and persistence.
Related to special populations, we have established various reports and data sets based on special populations such as
ethnic groups and socioeconomic status.  We are considering an opportunity to include these data sets in our regular
program review processes.    

All Perkins approved programs at North Central Kansas Tech use advisory support and Perkins professional development
funds to stay current and up-to-date on emerging technologies. For example, Welding Technology on both campuses
have obtained robotic welders for students to train and practice.    

Northwest Kansas Technical College utilizes program advisory board to ensure that industry standards are being taught
so that students can meet the skill set required for entry level employment.   The College employs an Assessment
Coordinator that is able to work with program faculty to evaluate the effectiveness of the program and make necessary
changes.     

Throughout the 2015-2016 academic year, Pratt Community College (PCC) launched several initiatives focused on
exposing students to technical opportunities. For example, in February multiple service area high schools came to PCC’s
campus to attended Tech Day. Students were exposed to Electrical Power Technology, Agriculture Power Technology,
and Accounting & Business. Additionally, the Coordinator of Special Program Admissions focused on recruiting males for
the Nursing Program (i.e., PN & ADN). Starting in the spring, his role expanded to incorporate Technical Recruiting as a
primary function which allows him to interface with all vocational programs and current and prospective students. Although
Welding is not a complete Program, the instructor recruited a female student to enroll in several classes.    

Every student at Salina Area Technical College (SATC) completes third party credentialing prior to graduation to provide
validation of their knowledge, skills, and abilities necessary to competently perform job duties. Each program utilizes
targeted industry recognized credentials. State aligned programs utilize third party testing that has been state approved
for the specific program. These tests give college faculty and instructional staff the information that they need to ensure
that students are learning the skills they require to find and keep employment in Kansas. In addition, all students complete
the WorkKeys assessments for Reading for Information, Applied Mathematics and Locating Information.    

Instructors monitor student achievement of program outcomes using the program Assessment plan. Program instructors,
the Learning Resource Specialist and the Vice President of Instruction work closely to ensure outcomes are being met.
Twice a year, once in the fall and once in the spring, students anonymously complete the Student Evaluation of
Instruction.    

At Seward County Community College/Area Technical School, the Cosmetology program completed employer and
student follow up surveys in the fall semester and reviewed with advisory boards.  The same process was used in the
spring semester to determine how well programs were doing and also to get feedback from the advisory board on current
employment needs. In the Surgical Technology program, additional clinical sites to make the program more accessible to
distance and working students were identified in Colby and Hays. No formal agreements have yet been completed.    

Wichita Area Technical College (WATC) focused on building and enhancing strong relationships with community partners
as well as business and industry in order to reach a diverse population of prospective students. WATC actively promotes
and invites business and industry representatives to participate on the Industry Advocate Teams.  These meetings are a
community industry partner opportunity to share what companies are looking for in a qualified, prospective employee and
an opportunity for WATC to share with these industry partners what WATC is currently working on to enhance student
learning experience.    

The Washburn University/ SAS programs participated in several events to promote non-traditional fields in current and
emerging professions. These included a Junior Achievement Science and Technology Symposium, the Health
Occupations Students of America (HOSA) Fall Leadership Conference, the Women in Science Day, USD 501 Career Fair
and USD 501 Health Sciences Pathway student tour/presentation as well as many Washburn University junior and senior
day events.    
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5.  During the reporting year, how did your state provide support for programs for special populations that lead
to high skill, high wage and high demand occupations? 

KSDE State Guidance Counselor continues to promote the use of Individual Plans of Study used by LEAs for all students,
inclusive of special population and nontraditional students, to prepare for future career opportunities. Direct technical
assistance, web page documents and conferences have been enhanced and provide guidance available to teachers,
counselors and administrators.    

KSDE staff organized and presented ten CTE Drive-In Workshops across Kansas this fall for all clusters.  Through these
regional workshops, KSDE staff provided Pathways technical assistance, Kansas CTE updates and news, and
professional development. CTE Coordinators, teachers and administrators attended these workshops.  Training on
various components of all Career Clusters and Development of Pathways were provided to all who attended.  These
training opportunities were provided to improve the understanding of Career Clusters and the development and content of
each Pathway.    

KSDE staff worked with LEA staff at six locations across Kansas twice each year.  At each location, training and personal
assistance was given to groups ranging from 15 to 35 people in attendance.  In addition to training, we passed out
Non-Traditional education materials and posters.  All workshop participants were able to share the training and materials
with the appropriate staff when they returned.  They also will have a greater awareness of the Non-Traditional Core
Indicators that affect their pathway.  Non-Traditional Enrollment Guides and documents were dispersed at a total of 12
KSDE CPPSA and Student Data Management Workdays.  The CPPSA work days were attended by more than 100
administrative and teaching staff across Kansas.  The Pathways Student Data Management work days were also
attended by over 100 administrative and teaching staff across Kansas as well.  Poster sets and other resources were also
available for educators and administrators.  Training for local districts is available for non-traditional classroom teaching,
learning strategies, and valid reporting of the non-traditional data.    

At the Annual CTE Conference for teachers and administrators, all KSDE Consultants and Help Desk staff hosted a
“Technical Assistance” room where teachers and administrators could get one-on-one technical assistance. 
Approximately 500 people either attended or presented at the conference that was hosted by all seven Service Centers in
Kansas in cooperation with KSDE and KBOR.    

Individual Perkins Reserve grants were awarded to 101 districts/consortiums to assist in Non-Traditional training and
updates focused on the completion of their secondary programs.  A total of 222 individual grants were awarded to districts
for over $270,968.  Information about non-traditional careers was be sent out to all districts and distributed during the CTE
Conference in February 2016 and at the K-ACTE Annual Summer Conference, held on August 1-3, 2016.  Visual
marketing pieces reflecting individuals in the workforce representing non-traditional roles were developed and will
continue to be distributed. KSDE and KBOR have plans for additional pathway areas to be highlighted for more visual
marketing.      

Butler Community College Early College Academy staff visited all of the area high school counselors and facilitated
planned events with the high school students to share information regarding the opportunities within the Early College
Academies.  Quarterly meetings were held with the area superintendents and other high school staff to share information
about academies, articulation agreements and SB155.  Additionally, a new Butler initiative to provide free tuition for 20
general education courses for all area high school students was announced. The CTE department hosted 2 campus
events that provided the opportunity for students and industry employers to interact and discuss internship and
employment opportunities.    

Coffeyville Community College (CCC) provides learning lab/tutoring assistance at each campus to help support students
at the varying levels of education.  This includes the high school student special needs or a non-traditional student
returning for a new career after being out of high school for 20 years.  CCC utilizes KeyTrain software for math and
English/reading skill development to prepare students to succeed in the program areas. In addition, with the hiring of the
Career Placement Counselor, CCC is able to provide more soft skills training and provide students with an on-site
counselor to help them work through difficulties during their educational experience.    
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Dodge City Community College (DCCC) has an on-campus tutoring center, the Academic Success Center. The Center
serves to meet the academic needs of all students by offering trained faculty, staff, and peer tutoring services in twenty
different subjects through various tutoring and advising services along with assistance in math, writing, reading, and
English as a Second Language (ESL) support services. Adult Success Center staff, in collaboration with you and your
Academic Advisor, can assist in planning course schedules that meet your needs and to work with you on a four-semester
degree plan that helps balance your academic strengths, challenges, work schedule, and personal commitments to
achieve your academic goals. DCCC has also implemented an Academic Early Alert/Progress Tracking system and new
service to assist high-need, first generation students develop essential skills – financial literacy, self-advocacy, academic
strategies – for successfully navigating the journey to postsecondary completion, transfer, and career attainment. Within
Technical Education, students can receive one-on-one tutoring with a teacher aide that is present during lectures in
Welding and Automotive courses. Study skills, editing of papers, and test reviews are also available.    

Flint Hills Technical College (FHTC) provided support for special populations in a couple of different ways.  FHTC’s Adult
Education/Workforce Training Center (AE/WTC) was a part of the state-wide A-OK initiative in FY ’16.  Specifically, the
AE/WTC worked in conjunction with the Power Plant Technology (PPT) program to provide direct instruction and support
for students who qualified to participate in A-OK.  Four PPT students participated in A-OK, with instruction and support
being given by the AE/WTC instructor and PPT instructors within the PPT classes.  The AE/WTC also provided “Compass
Testing Boot Camps” at four different times during the year.  The purpose of the boot camps was to prepare students who
did not initially pass the Compass admissions test to increase their skill and knowledge in being able to retake the
Compass.  In all 25 students participated in the four different boot camps.  Of these, nine eventually enrolled into an
FHTC program of study after successfully completing the Compass.  These were students with disabilities (IEP & 504
plans).    

At Fort Scott Community College, Peer tutors are available to assist students when needed and financial aid, advisors and
counselors are available for students to visit with. In addition, students are encouraged to participate in Skills USA and
other Career Technical Student Organizations.    

Highland Community College provided support to support to students from special populations with career guidance and
academic counseling through their Student Services Representative as well through their A-OK Coordinator.    

Hutchinson Community College offers extensive advising and counseling services to all students and the use of
accommodations as appropriate for student success.  The 2015-16 year was the second year of a fulltime Integration
Specialist who provided support services to underprepared students in selected programs.     

Johnson County Community College (JCCC) hosted the following activity that involved over one-hundred and twenty ninth
and tenth grade female students from twelve high schools attended the 2015 Young Women's Conference:  “Paving your
Way.” The national speaker was Kelsey Tainsh, a 25-year-old female who has two brain tumors and had a right-side body
stroke at the age of 15.  These participants were low income and first generation, and the sessions included career
choices/interests, social media, and overcoming adversity. The Career Pathways Office has also been hard at work on the
newly created, hands-on collaborative events called Challenges. These events focused on Healthcare, Technology, and
Entrepreneurship. There was a non-traditional focus throughout the events, promoting such programs as nursing to male
students and welding and automotive fields to female students. The Career Pathways Director created and executed two
events in January 2016: The Healthcare Challenge and the Technology Challenge events.  During the Healthcare
Challenge, students completed seven hands-on rotations, including anatomy, wrapping a limb, simulation lab, and making
hospital beds. Throughout the challenge, there was a focus on men in nursing. During the Technology Challenge,
students competed in events such as Programming, Automotive, Game Design, Animation, Welding, CAD, and Robotics.
The Career Pathways Office is also coordinating two STEM conferences for girls in middle and elementary school. JCCC
staff visited over 2400 students in 10 different high school districts during the 2015-2016 calendar year, and her topics
included career and technical education trends and non-traditional opportunities for students, such as men in nursing and
women in law enforcement.    

At Kansas City Kansas Community College, sign language interpreters were provided for hearing impaired students in
auto technology and HVAC.  Non-traditional female students at the TEC campus are invited to participate in a
Non-Traditional Student Networking Group, which provides a connection with non-traditional female role models and
support services.    

In addition to career-specific information provided within the technical programs, Labette Community College’s special
populations are served through the Talent Search office and the Student Success Center.    
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Manhattan Area Technical College engaged two speakers for their professional development days on each of these
topics:  LTC Jim Tenpenny from Fort Riley came to speak about dealing with soldiers with PTSD in and out of the
classroom and Karen Smothers from Pawnee Mental Health Services spoke about mental health issues that can affect
students in the classroom.  Faculty requested that Karen Smothers come back to do a more in-depth workshop with
faculty/staff on not only how to identify mental health issues, but how to deal with them more effectively.     

Neosho County Community College used Perkins funds for outreach to special populations about high skill, high wage
and high demand occupations.    

North Central Kansas Technical College (NCKTC) hired a sign-language interpreter to provide assistance to students with
hearing impairments. The interpreter facilitated communication in the classroom between students, classmates and
instructors. The interpreter also served as a tutor and provided assistance with daily activities. NCKTC is also working on
revising remedial courses. The change from Compass to Accuplacer for placement testing, they have been revising their
placement policies to assist with accurate placement for those students needing remedial instruction.    

At Northwest Kansas Technical College all students were evaluated through ACT, COMPASS or ASSET to evaluate the
need for developmental services.  Students who scored low on writing or math were placed in an appropriate
developmental class to prepare them for required coursework.  The college works closely with Voc. Rehab, WIA and
SER.  The college provides office space for representatives to meet with students.  Representatives meet with program
faculty to assess the progress of the students.  If additional services are needed such as reading a student a test, a
college employee will do so.  The college also offers tutoring services if needed.  Arrays of on-line classes are available
for students to take.  In addition, short-term certifications such as CDL, CAN, CMA and EMT classes were offered
throughout the year.    

Pratt Community College’s Student Success Services provided a multitude of direct, indirect, and ancillary supports to
students with disabilities and those who are at risk of academic failure. For example, special populations of students were
(a) directed into developmental programs as indicated by matriculation testing; (b) assigned an individualized case
manager to remediate non-academic barriers to success; (c) referred to college’s tutoring services for academic
assistance; (d) provided accommodations if identified as a student with disabilities requiring ADA or Section 504
accommodations; and (e) assisted by federal financial aid, private loans, and/or college department scholarships as
indicated.    

During the grant year, Salina Area Technical College (SATC) provides support for programs for special populations
through numerous methods. First, they promote non-traditional careers with revised recruiting materials to show pictures
of NTO students to highlight their presence in non-traditional fields. These materials, as well as posters, are placed in
waiting areas and the Learning Resource Lab. Second, they host Salina Adult Education Center tours. Tours are typically
done once a month for both the morning and evening groups. In addition, they use their virtual painter and welding
simulator at area events to demonstrate career opportunities. They have gained several female students in non-traditional
fields with the use of these simulators. Finally, they use their female academic advisor and male recruiter to help potential
students understand programs of study. Once a NTO student enrolls, our advisor regularly conducts both formal and
informal meetings with them to discuss any issues or successes in their chosen program. In addition, we have
implemented an Early Alert System to monitor their social and academic progress.    

     

Seward County Community College/Area Technical School provided Language learning resources to English Language
Learners to improve communication, reading, speaking, and comprehension as they transitioned to career and technical
education programs. Students utilized Rosetta Stone licenses in seven different languages    
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Wichita Area Technical College (WATC) offers a pro-active Advising Model in which advisors visit the CTE classrooms for
CTE programs periodically throughout the students’ time at WATC.  This additional level of support is in place to assist
students by enhancing the relationship between the student and their advisor in addressing barriers to enrollment for
future semesters.  Additionally, the Student Services Department was tasked with a portion of student success referred to
as the “Ready to Learn Initiative.”  The primary focus of this initiative is to ensure that students enrolled in CTE programs
at WATC are ready to learn on Day 1 with their financial aid in place and a firm understanding of their rights and
responsibilities of their indebtedness. In addition to the contributions made toward this effort by WATC Advisors, the
WATC Career Services department also participates in significant activities that lend support to programs for special
populations leading to high skill, high wage and high demand occupations.  Through multiple Open Houses and Outreach
activities during the year, Career Services provides a “booth” for current and prospective students to visit.  The open
houses provide community engagement to the public that often times are attended by a variety of special populations. 
The goal is to increase the general public awareness of WATC’s programs and support services.  Career Services also
provides outreach and presentations to Urban League students (specifically, students enrolled in a special health care
training class) throughout the year on four different occasions.  These students are provided local market data, resume
assistance and networking support.  Urban League focuses on empowering citizens in special populations.    

For the past several years, Washburn Institute of Technology (Washburn Tech) has run a Technical Summer Camp for
potential students to allow them to do career exploration.  Campers have the opportunity to experience four technical
programs in the course of their summer camp week.  During the time of the Summer Camp they spend six hours with a
technical instructor who not only explains the program and the career opportunities but also provides hands-on activities
to help them to understand that field of study. Students are placed in at least one non-traditional program for their gender
and in many cases all four programs are non-traditional for that student.  Washburn Tech has also purchased bill board
and bus placards to recruit non-traditional students.  These outreach materials feature students in non-traditional
programs: for example, there is a female welding student and a male nursing student.     

   

6.  During the reporting year, how did your state offer technical assistance for eligible recipients? 

Carl D. Perkins grantees submit Progress Reports to KSDE in November and March during the fiscal period of the Perkins
grant year to give updates on their goals, measurable objectives and achievement.  All recipients of the competitive
Perkins Reserve Fund grant awards submit final reports on activities, purchases, dissemination, and accomplishments
related to the equipment, supplies, professional development, career advisement and other CTE related projects.  KSDE
staff use the information to determine the status of each Perkins Improvement Grant for secondary LEAs/consortiums and
fulfill any technical assistance requested by the LEAs/consortiums.  Through a risk assessment process, using the
submitted documentation, financial statements, student data and other items produced by the LEAs, KSDE reviews each
grantee to identify need for monitoring and review of the actions and policies.  LEAs are then notified the following year if
they have been selected for monitoring via the risk assessment process.  Approximately 20% of the 50+ LEAs are
monitored each year.    

Technical assistance to LEAs is a job responsibility of KSDE consultants. Topics for assistance include career
cluster/pathway program of study development, integration of academic standards, effective advisory committees,
articulation agreements, professional work experience opportunities and industry-recognized credentials/certifications.
Other assistance targets career guidance and data collection issues.  Technical assistance methodologies used include
workshops, conferences, conference calls, blogs, podcasts, email listserv messages, IDL/ITV, live media, electronic help
desks, and PowerPoint presentations posted to the website.    

The state department website, www.ksde.org, provides a vehicle for technical assistance to school districts and educators
who are not able to attend face-to-face workshops due to distance, time constraints, or financial hardships. All
cluster/pathway developed products, PowerPoint presentations, and wage and employment data charts are tools that
LEAs can review on the website.  These products are beneficial in determining future pathways and by teachers and staff
within the school district.  There are additional tools/resources to support the work of collaborative projects, services, and
activities used to implement the CTE pathways programs of study in schools in accordance with field and KSDE
developed criteria and review rubrics.     
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KSDE staff worked with LEA staff at six locations across Kansas twice each year.  At each location, training and personal
assistance was given to groups ranging from 15 to 35 people in attendance.  In addition to training, we passed out
Non-Traditional education materials and posters.  All workshop participants were able to share the training and materials
with the appropriate staff when they returned.  They also will have a greater awareness of the Non-Traditional Core
Indicators that affect their pathway.  Non-Traditional Enrollment Guides and documents were dispersed at a total of 12
KSDE CPPSA and Student Data Management Workdays.  The CPPSA work days were attended by more than 100
administrative and teaching staff across Kansas.  The Pathways Student Data Management work days were also
attended by over 100 administrative and teaching staff across Kansas as well.  Poster sets and other resources were also
available for educators and administrators.  Training for local districts is available for non-traditional classroom teaching,
learning strategies, and valid reporting of the non-traditional data.    

Training materials for users of the automated Pathways system were updated for simplicity.  Materials include a Pathways
Users Guide, a Pathways Maintenance training PowerPoint, a CTE Student Data Management training PowerPoint, a
CPPSA Career Pathways Program of Study training PowerPoint, and updated help files in the automated system. 
Pathway Help Desk utilized the training power points and the user’s guide to answer questions from the field and to direct
users to them for assistance.  The Help Desk staff also held workshops throughout Kansas to provide one on one
assistance.    

At the Annual CTE Conference for teachers and administrators, KSDE Consultants and Help Desk staff hosted a
“Technical Assistance” room where teachers and administrators could get one-on-one technical assistance. 
Approximately 500 people either attended or presented at the conference that was hosted by all seven, service centers in
Kansas in cooperation with KSDE and KBOR.    

Over 500 individuals completed the Data Quality Certification (DQC) Program Concentration Elective for Career and
Technical Education Data. This elective targeted data quality when gathering and reporting CTE data. The training
focuses on terminology, data elements, valid values, definitions, common misunderstandings, and applicable business
rules. Training on data accuracy and where to use it is subsequently used was also provided along with directions to
access help resources.  In order to be certified, participants were required to complete a combination of online and in
person training sessions and all corresponding homework exercises.    

KSDE staff organized and presented ten CTE Drive-In Workshops across Kansas this fall for all clusters.  Through these
regional workshops, KSDE staff provided Pathways technical assistance, Kansas CTE updates and news, and
professional development. CTE Coordinators, teachers and administrators attended these workshops.  Training on
various components of all Career Clusters and Development of Pathways were provided to all who attended.  These
training opportunities were provided to improve the understanding of Career Clusters and the development and content of
each Pathway.    

More than 300 teachers, administrators, and counselors attended the Kansas Association for Career and Technical
Education (K-ACTE) Annual Summer Conference held August 2016.  The KACTE Summer conference was presented by
the Kansas Association for Career and Technical Education (K-ACTE), the Kansas State Department of Education
(KSDE), and the Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR). It featured excellent educational opportunities; affiliate sessions; a
state awards program; time to network with colleagues; and vendor resources and services.  The first day was organized
by KSDE, starting off with Commissioner Randy Watson discussing the new Kansans Can vision and State Board
outcomes.  The remainder of the day focused on CTE cluster updates and quality pathways discussions.  The last two
days were planned by both K-ACTE and their affiliates.  The conference agenda focused on key initiatives and strategies
for the inclusion of academics in CTE, 21st Century Skills, technology, teaching and learning strategies, and green
technologies.  Presentations were posted to the K-ACTE website post-conference.    

KSDE staff updated the Career Cluster Guidance Handbook for all teachers, administrators, and guidance counselors to
assist in the local development of Programs of Study (POS).  The document consists of 35 Cluster/Pathway Design
Sheets, definitions, POS template, course crossover matrix, and additional information needed to select and implement
pathways programs of study at the local level.  The current year handbook is available as well as the handbook for the
2017 – 18 school year was updated early to aide in planning for any new pathways.  This year even more help documents
were included to aide districts in all aspects of their pathways system maintenance, funding, and KSDE policies.  KSDE
Staff also presented multiple cluster updates to pathway instructors, state Curriculum Coordinators, and K – 12 Instructors
at several conferences and workshops.    

The Kansas Board of Regents CTE Team provides technical assistance in a number of ways.      
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-- Provide (require) 1:1 training for all new CTE/Perkins directors or any who have been away from the role for a time.    

--Best Practices workshops including Speed Core Indicating to provide methods of improving core indicator performance  
 

--Series of webinars to provide extra assistance in TSA reporting, all data reporting elements, methods to collect follow up
data, etc.    

--OCR workshops to all institutions to ensure compliance    

--Program review visits whereby an opportunity to visit with Perkins/CTE staff is required    

--Funding checkpoints - communicate with institutions as to where they are with spending, and ensure it is matching their
checkpoint reports    

The KBOR Career Technical staff has implemented a Quality Assurance process. Each year, institutions receiving
Perkins funding are monitored for various quality assurance issues. If an institution has an issue with State or Federal
regulations, timeliness of reporting, spending in a timely manner, data reporting, etc., the institution is assigned points
according to the issue. Institutions that have the higher number of points assigned are brought to the attention of the State
post-secondary CTE team. The team discusses the issues and decides upon the best way to correct the quality
assurance issues that the institutions are having. The first line of monitoring the Quality of the CTE programs involves
several different reviews with the appropriate review being conducted depending on the issues that the institutions has
demonstrated. The reviews that institutions could qualify for are data, fiscal, program and the OCR review. Some
institution with a minor quality control issues may immediately qualify for a monthly phone call involving the Perkins
Coordinator, Business office and others that need to be involved from the institution. The Monthly phone calls are often
implemented at institutions that have demonstrated a lack of communication. If after one of the above reviews reveals
further or deeper problems at the institutions, then a correction action is required. The parameters of the corrective action
are dictated by the issues seen in both the Quality Assurance Matrix and the completed review. The corrective action and
time table for completing the action are agreed upon by both the State CTE Director and the President of the institution.
Some institutions showing fiscal issues have been required to submit monthly receipts before being able to receive their
monthly draw-down reimbursement. In addition, some institutions have thanked us for the technical assistance and feel
that it has enabled them to develop better policies, procedures and internal communications.    

   

7.  Serving individuals in state institutions

Part I: State Correctional Institutions

Amount of Perkins funds used for CTE programs in state correctional institutions:

102454

Number of students participating in Perkins CTE programs in state correctional institutions:

1288

Describe the CTE services and activities carried out in state correctional institutions.

Westside High School in Ft. Larned and Lawrence-Gardner High School (LGHS) in Lawrence both offer Construction,
Production, and Restaurant and Event Management pathways for juveniles serving in a state institution in Kansas.    

In addition, LGHS offers Agricultural experiences through a greenhouse for their Ag. pathway.    

Juvenile Correctional Facilities Technical Consortium (JCFVC) utilizes the ACT WorkKeys assessment tool to provide an
industry-recognized certification/credential opportunity for students. As a result, students earned a Kansas WorkReady!
Certificate.  LGHS students also have the opportunity to earn the OSHA certification.  Steps have been taken to
implement the student’s ability to earn a license to drive a fork lift.    

Articulation agreements have been secured and kept current with Washburn Technical College, Barton Community
College and North Central Kansas Technical College.    
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The youth were served through JCFVC Perkins funded activities including a Career day offered with Westar and North
Central Kansas Technical College. One challenge is ensuring that our pathways are preparing our students for careers
that will hire convicted offenders.  Pathway Advisory Committees are in place to give suggestions on addressing this
issue, as well as business/industry partnerships that allow students to participate in projects that expose them to all
aspects of an industry.     

Students completed a number of live work projects on site:  LGHS worked with Westar Green Team and The University of
Kansas to grow milkweed in the greenhouse, which was then transplanted across the state to help support the dwindling
Monarch population; students worked with Trash Mountain on hydroponics; constructing signs for local businesses as well
as constructing and producing MCM Belly Boards.  A fork lift driver training program was implemented, so that they
students may obtain a license in the future.  Students also produce textiles for the Topeka Fire Department.    

The education directors work with their districts and JJA staff to support the Perkins plan and to ensure that it aligns to
state guidelines and Perkins requirements.  Industry-recognized credentials/certifications are implemented as
appropriate.  Business/Industry Advisory Committee members have recommended the OSHA Safety Certification as a
beneficial credential for students to obtain.  Students have the opportunity to earn both the OSHA and WorkKeys
certifications.    

   

Part II: State Institutions Serving Individuals with Disabilities

Amount of Perkins funds used for CTE programs in state institutions serving individuals with disabilities: 

-9

Number of students participating of Perkins CTE programs in institutions serving individuals with disabilities:

-9

Describe the CTE services and activities carried out in institutions serving individuals with disabilities.

Kansas does not utilize Perkins funds to support CTE programs serving individuals with disabilities in state institutions.   

8. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to support public charter schools operating career
and technical education programs? 

Yes

KSDE state staff provided technical assistance for charter schools to establish career academies and/or CTE programs
and through participation in the grant review process and coordinated on-site visits.    

Charter schools in Kansas continue to focus on high academic achievement, relevant rigorous curriculum, and career
ready skills to increase student proficiency.  Dissemination grantees analyzed needs assessment data, determined the
effectiveness of the researched-based strategies, evaluated the results of career and technical education competencies,
and recorded the number of career placements within a community.    

9. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to support family and consumer sciences
programs? 

Yes

KSDE state staff provided technical assistance for charter schools to establish career academies and/or CTE programs
and through participation in the grant review process and coordinated on-site visits.    

Charter schools in Kansas continue to focus on high academic achievement, relevant rigorous curriculum, and career
ready skills to increase student proficiency.  Dissemination grantees analyzed needs assessment data, determined the
effectiveness of the researched-based strategies, evaluated the results of career and technical education competencies,
and recorded the number of career placements within a community.    

10. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to award incentive grants to eligible recipients for
exemplary performance or for use for innovative initiatives under Sec. 135(c)(19) of Perkins IV?
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Yes

Postsecondary Career Technical Program Performance    

Established in 1987, the Kansas Training and Information Program (K-TIP) reports career technical program majors and
graduates across two-year institutions, as well as employment and wages for those students.  K-TIP was compiled from
data submitted by the individual postsecondary institutions and supplemented with data provided by the Kansas
Department of Labor (where available) concerning employment and wages.     

K-TIP data is reviewed annually and shared with the Kansas Technical Education Authority (TEA).  Utilizing the Outcome
Metrics Pilot Program measures and targets, data is reviewed first at the discipline and institution levels.  Programs are
also categorized based on the average wages earned by the graduates who exited postsecondary education and became
employed.  Programs with graduates exiting earning above $40,000 annually, as well as those earning below $20,000
annually are highlighted during the review.     

Outcome Metrics Measures and Targets       

Of the students completing an approved exit point and exiting postsecondary education:    

90% must earn the industry-recognized program credential documented per program alignment.    

80% must be employed by the end of the 2nd quarter following the end of the academic year.     

the wage earned must be 95% of the statewide entry level wage for the occupation corresponding to the field of study as
reported in the Kansas DOL Wage Survey.     

Program Performance and Occupational Outlook    

     

The attached chart provides an example of the data highlights.  For the purposes of program evaluation discussion, we
started with the list of programs which represent the average wages immediately below the $40,000 limit, and matched
the Classification on Instructional Program code (CIP) to the corresponding Standard Occupational Classification (SOC)
code.   This chart compiles data from the AY2015 K-TIP report as well as information from the Kansas Department of
Labor; including data from (1) the 2016 Wage Survey, the (2) 2016 High Demand List for occupations, and the (3)
Occupational Outlook report for 2014-2024.     

     

Using the 2014-2024 Occupational Outlook, 15 of 17 programs are projected to experience positive employment change,
ranging from 5.1% growth in Dietitian Assistant to 22.5% in Physical Therapist Assistant    

Six of the 17 programs included on the chart are included in the 2016 High Demand/High Wage Occupation list    

Nine of the 12 programs with double-digit Graduates Exited and Employed at over 80%    

In only seven programs, the 2016 Statewide Entry level wage was HIGHER than that of program graduates    

2016 Program Evaluation considerations (AY2015 Data source):    

As discussed last year, utilizing Outcome Metrics measures and targets as a basic framework at the systemwide level in
addition to the institution level for program evaluation would provide several points of evaluation, and may assist in
developing a consistent methodology.  Reviewing information from the Department of Labor regarding the corresponding
occupations provides a critical view of how individual programs impact the workforce, and the employment outlook
program completers should expect.     

Once basic elements of program evaluation are determined, it is important to review all programs; taking a critical look at
programs at all levels of performance targets.  Effective program evaluation might include a variety questions about the
elements reviewed, including:    
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Are certain programs consistently performing on employment and wage targets systemwide?  Can common elements be
identified that may provide insight for improvement in other programs?  How might resources be directed to ensure
performance is maintained?    

What is the occupational outlook for the corresponding program?  Will more, less, or the same number of graduates
exiting and entering the workforce be required?  Can program graduates expect competitive salaries?  Can entry-level
wages earned be impacted through education in some occupations?      

Addressing the results of program evaluation might contain multiple elements as well as be addressed at multiple levels. 
Questions might include:    

How might this data be considered when developing new program offerings?    

What activities might be undertaken to maintain high performance as well as improve performance in programs
performing at lower levels?  By whom?    

How might state policy be used to improve program performance?  How might initiatives such as Outcome Metrics,
Employer Engagement, program alignment, and the Excel in CTE Initiative (SB155) be leveraged to improve
performance?    

How might we work with students to aid their awareness of programs with an improved occupational outlook? (i.e., higher
wages, long-term need for employment, etc.)    

KBOR also awarded Perkins grant funds to initially pilot, then fully implement integrating academics into CTE programs.
 This model closely resembles the Kansas Accelerating Opportunity model, but instead of focusing on those who are
educationally or economically disadvantaged, it focuses on ALL CTE students.  CTE and academic faculty work closely
together to develop contextualized content, addressing academic needs specific to the CTE content area.  In addition, the
academic faculty assist in the instruction, thereby not only assisting the student in the content area, but also providing
professional development in methods of instruction to the faculty member.  This has been extremely successful and is
proving to reduce the number of students who leave the program, and improve our number of completers.    

   

11. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to provide career and technical education
programs for adults and school dropouts to complete their secondary school education? 

Yes

In an effort to enhance collaboration with Special Education Services Team, a position from the Special Education
Services team is shared with the Career, Standards and Assessment Services team. The position provides better
opportunities to collaborate on initiatives and activities to improve student outcomes.    

KSDE collaborated with Families Together, Kansas Parent Information Resource Center and Secondary Connections to
develop resources and strategies to better serve special education students and potential student dropouts.    

KSDE has a web page called “Kansas DropINs” that enables adults and/or school dropouts to access information
regarding the alternative and adult education opportunities that exist around the state.  KSDE also has several pages of
information on the website devoted to adult diploma completion in Kansas.    

KSDE has over one hundred Virtual Schools and Programs administered by Service Centers and school districts.      

   

13P. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to provide assistance to individuals who have
participated in Perkins assisted services and activities in continuing their education or training or finding
appropriate jobs? 

Yes
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On the KSDE website, wage and employment information is provided for each cluster/pathway.  The wage and
employment information supports the secondary Kansas definition for high-wage, high-demand, and high-skill.  Local
LEAs are encouraged to use national, state, regional, local and trend data as they begin the process for developing and
implementing clusters/pathways (POS).    

North Central Kansas Technical College (NCKTC) has an agreement with Fort Hays State University (FHSU) to provide a
Gateway Program for their students.  NCKTC students can live in the dorms and have all the amenities and activities as a
FHSE student.     

EDC collaborates with national staff and state officers to facilitate the National FCCLA Leadership Conference.  The
conference provided 350 students and staff from Kansas the opportunity to participate with competitive events,
motivational speakers, track sessions, and leadership training/academies.     

Association of Career Technical Education National Conference in New Orleans was attended in November 2015 by four
KSDE consultants and leadership.  This National conference on Career and Technical Education covers pedagogy,
trends, business standards, continuing education and guidance for students.  The group learned from other peer states
how they are improving CTE through breakouts, collaborating, networking in their areas.   KSDE Consultants attended
presentations, lectures and training in their respective areas, as well as general sessions that spoke broadly to the CTE
movement across the nation.   Approximately 70 teachers, administrators and KSDE personnel were in attendance from
across the State of Kansas.  National and state data were compared in relation to content delivered and disseminated to
colleagues in the field.    

EPC’s host and coordinate 200 Kansas students and advisors at the weeklong SkillsUSA National Leadership and Skills
Conference in Louisville, KY in June 2016.  Through workshops, meetings, contests, and ceremonies, the students
expand their career path and personal development. These programs include activities such as Professional
Development, Community Service, Employment, SkillsUSA Championship Contests, Public Relations, and Social
Activities.  The TechSpo Career and Job Fair exhibitors were Liquid Nails, Miller Elec., Milwaukee Tool, Snap On,
Southwire, Toyota North America, and Harley Davidson among dozens of others.   Pittsburg State University and Fort
Scott Community College, from Kansas, were also represented at the largest trade show in career and technical
education!     

Dodge City Community College used Perkins funds for faculty to travel to 4 year institutions in order to gain updates on
programs, curriculum, and transferability of courses. This interaction with 4 year institutions brings an increased
awareness to students wanting to advance their education.  
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1.  During the reporting year, how did your state provide support for career and technical education programs
that improve the academic and career and technical skills of students through the integration of academics with
career and technical education? 

The KSDE maintains policies that reflect a progressive, challenging agenda that seek to ensure that CTE’s contributions
and potentials are realized.  The policy motions ensure that all students will achieve challenging academic and technical
standards and be prepared for high-skill, high-wage or high-demand occupations in current or emerging professions by
improving high school completion and the transitions to and success in postsecondary degree or credentialing programs. 
Policy motion two specifically states, “Adopt integrated core content standards with CTE Career Cluster Pathways utilizing
the 21st Century Skills as the organizing principle” and policy motion six specifically states “Expect that all students enter
secondary-level studies prepared to succeed in project-based, contextual learning activities that prepare them for further
education and training that meet rigorous academic and technical standards.”  Through the implementation of new
Kansas standards in mathematics and literature, which promotes student learning through lessons and activities that
utilize high knowledge and high application (Quadrant D Adaptation), school districts are beginning to demonstrate higher
levels of CTE/academic blending as part of their pathway and academic courses to meet these to policy motions.    

KSDE staff updated the Career Cluster Guidance Handbook for all teachers, administrators, and guidance counselors to
assist in the local development of Programs of Study (POS).  The document consists of 35 Cluster/Pathway Design
Sheets, definitions, POS template, course crossover matrix, and additional information needed to select and implement
pathways programs of study at the local level.  The current year handbook is available as well as the handbook for the
2017 – 18 school year was updated early to aide in planning for any new pathways.  This year even more help documents
were included to aide districts in all aspects of their pathways system maintenance, funding, and KSDE policies.  KSDE
Staff also presented multiple cluster updates to pathway instructors, state Curriculum Coordinators, and K – 12 Instructors
at several conferences and workshops.    

EPC led the Transportation cluster revision process with 9 high school instructors, 1 high school administrator, 2 college
representatives, and 2 business and industry representatives.  The committee looked at what was working within the
cluster and what needed changing. The committee added one new course & combined two collision courses into one full
credit course. In addition, the committee made minor competency edits to several courses.    

EPCs collaborate with national staff and state officers to facilitate the State FCCLA Leadership Conference and the
National FCCLA Leadership Conference.  Kansas was well represented at Nationals with 350 students that competed in
multiple events.  Over 1500 students and staff attended the state conference that included our State STAR (Competitive)
Events and two general sessions with a motivational speaker, track sessions, recognition and post-secondary exhibits.  
FCCLA Capitol Leadership Conference provided professional development and training on leadership and advocacy skills
to 350 staff and students.    

More than 300 teachers, administrators, and counselors attended the Kansas Association for Career and Technical
Education (K-ACTE) Annual Summer Conference held August 2016.  The KACTE Summer conference was presented by
the Kansas Association for Career and Technical Education (K-ACTE), the Kansas State Department of Education
(KSDE), and the Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR). It featured excellent educational opportunities; affiliate sessions; a
state awards program; time to network with colleagues; and vendor resources and services.  The first day was organized
by KSDE, starting off with Commissioner Randy Watson discussing the new Kansans Can vision and State Board
outcomes.  The remainder of the day focused on CTE cluster updates and quality pathways discussions.  The last two
days were planned by both K-ACTE and their affiliates.  The conference agenda focused on key initiatives and strategies
for the inclusion of academics in CTE, 21st Century Skills, technology, teaching and learning strategies, and green
technologies.  Presentations were posted to the K-ACTE website post-conference.    
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The Kansas Advisory Committee for Career and Technical Education’s (KACCTE) purpose provides a unified voice to
advocate and provide recommendations for continuous improvement for secondary CTE to KSDE, Kansas Board of
Regents (KBOR), and the State Workforce Board.  The KACCTE members work closely with KSDE consultants to provide
direction in selecting industry-recognized credentials/certifications that are representative of industries in Kansas, as well
as, the global economy.  Through career cluster/pathway development, knowledge and skills are improved and aligned
with business and industry standards thus providing the framework for successful completion of selected third party
assessments.  KACCTE meetings are held every quarter to supply continuous support and information.  The KSDE
consultants maintain frequent contact with their Career Cluster Representative as well as attend the quarterly meetings.    

     

     

     

     

The Energy pathway was newly developed for Kansas’ schools.  The number of course offerings in the business
pathways were adjusted to better reflect industry needs.  The committee is comprised of representatives from
business/industry (one from each Career Cluster), industry organizations, and advisory members from other state
agencies and school districts. They advise KSDE on needs of business & industry and assist in developing and improving
our Career Clusters & Pathways.  KSDE staff and KACCTE members representing their respective clusters/pathways
provide quarterly updates to KACCTE during the year as they continue to maintain relevant pathway choices.    

KSDE staff organized and presented ten CTE Drive-In Workshops across Kansas this fall for all clusters.  Through these
regional workshops, KSDE staff provided Pathways technical assistance, Kansas CTE updates and news, and
professional development. CTE Coordinators, teachers and administrators attended these workshops.  Training on
various components of all Career Clusters and Development of Pathways were provided to all who attended.  These
training opportunities were provided to improve the understanding of Career Clusters and the development and content of
each Pathway.    

EPC’s host and coordinate 200 Kansas students and advisors at the weeklong SkillsUSA National Leadership and Skills
Conference in Louisville, KY in June 2016.  Through workshops, meetings, contests, and ceremonies, the students
expand their career path and personal development. These programs include activities such as Professional
Development, Community Service, Employment, SkillsUSA Championship Contests, Public Relations, and Social
Activities.  The TechSpo Career and Job Fair exhibitors were Liquid Nails, Miller Elec., Milwaukee Tool, Snap On,
Southwire, Toyota North America, and Harley Davidson among dozens of others.   Pittsburg State University and Fort
Scott Community College, from Kansas, were also represented at the largest trade show in career and technical
education!    

Association of Career Technical Education National Conference in New Orleans was attended in November 2015 by four
KSDE consultants and leadership.  This National conference on Career and Technical Education covers pedagogy,
trends, business standards, continuing education and guidance for students.  The group learned from other peer states
how they are improving CTE through breakouts, collaborating, networking in their areas.   KSDE Consultants attended
presentations, lectures and training in their respective areas, as well as general sessions that spoke broadly to the CTE
movement across the nation.   Approximately 70 teachers, administrators and KSDE personnel were in attendance from
across the State of Kansas.  National and state data were compared in relation to content delivered and disseminated to
colleagues in the field.    

CTSO Advisors received assistance through Perkins Reserve Grants provided funding for advisors to take students to the
National SkillsUSA Leadership Conference in Louisville, KY and to participate in professional development activities while
at the conference. Each advisor received a $500 Perkins Reserve Grant to help offset their travel costs.  This will also
benefit all students in these schools’ programs through the skills & knowledge gained by the advisors attending the PD
activities at the conference grants went to both large and small schools.    

At the Annual CTE Conference for teachers and administrators, all KSDE Consultants and Help Desk staff hosted a
“Technical Assistance” room where teachers and administrators could get one-on-one technical assistance. 
Approximately 500 people either attended or presented at the conference that was hosted by all seven Service Centers in
Kansas in cooperation with KSDE and KBOR.    
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Individual Perkins Reserve grants were awarded to 101 districts/consortiums to assist in Non-Traditional training and
updates focused on the completion of their secondary programs.  A total of 222 individual grants were awarded to districts
for over $270,968.  Information about non-traditional careers was be sent out to all districts and distributed during the CTE
Conference in February 2016 and at the K-ACTE Annual Summer Conference, held on August 1-3, 2016.  Visual
marketing pieces reflecting individuals in the workforce representing non-traditional roles were developed and will
continue to be distributed. KSDE and KBOR have plans for additional pathway areas to be highlighted for more visual
marketing.      

At Barton County Community College, Perkins funds were used to purchase equipment to improve and modernize their
CTE classrooms. In addition, every year all Workforce Training and Continuing Education programs at Barton undergo a
program review to ensure that they are meeting current education standards, they are meeting the needs of our students,
they are meeting the needs of our community and they are financially stable.    

At Butler Community College all career and technical programs offering an associate in applied sciences have a minimum
of 15 credit hours in general education courses.    

At Coffeyville Community College (CCC) the Career Placement Counselor, campus administration, and program faculty
provide advising services to all program students as needed.  This includes preparing educational degree plans, assisting
with financial aid, enrolling in academic coursework to complete the associate degree, and exploring continuing education
opportunities beyond CCC.  The Campus Learning Lab Coordinator provides assistance with general education skills in
math and English/reading comprehension to program students.  General education skills are integrated with the program
curriculum to ensure students are learning and applying the necessary skills to be successful in industry.    

Dodge City Community College utilized Perkins funds to purchase equipment and instructional materials to keep
programs current in the developments within the industry. These items also increased a students’ awareness to
advancing their education and obtaining a 4-year degree. With the transferability of many academic courses, a student
graduating with an AAS is prepared to enter a higher level of education, succeed, and attain their career goals. Each year,
Dodge City Community College hosts a Career Exploration event that has been attended by over 1200 High School and
Middle Schools area students. This activity provides a hands-on opportunity to explore various careers available to them.
The Math Department and the English Department at DCCC are working towards a new educational delivery system. This
system reduces the time spent within a developmental area of Math or English, providing students with more confidence
to be successful within these core instructional disciplines. Last Spring, two faculty members within the Science
Department, utilized professional development to take the Ag Chemicals course offered, to better understand the needs of
the Agriculture students.    

Flint Hills Technical College (FHTC) provided tutorial/mentoring assistance for CTE and academic students at the main
campus and the downtown campus for both technical and academic courses.  This student support helped FHTC
students to succeed in challenging and rigorous CTE and academic courses in their programs of study, with particular
support focus being given in the areas of English and math.  Tutoring was provided in the afternoons on Mondays through
Thursdays on the main campus, where most of the academic courses are held.  Anywhere from 8 – 10 students
participated regularly in the tutoring services on a weekly basis.  Tutoring services were also provided at the Downtown
Campus (DC) during the fall 2015 semester.  Six students regularly were a part of the DC tutoring services.  FHTC
believes the tutoring services were instrumental in helping students who had previously taken a developmental math
course to be successful in completing their 100-level required AAS math course (Technical Math and College Algebra). 
As evidenced by the statistics from the FY ’16 year, of the students who had previously taken a developmental math
course and were now in the required 100-level math class, 75% successfully passed with a “C” or higher.  (This is in
comparison to FHTC’s overall student population success rate (“C” or better) of 64% in the 100-level required math
courses.)  FHTC has been able to use one of its primary math teachers as the primary tutor for those support services. 
FHTC believes this factor has been a large part of the improvement of math student success for those who started their
math course pathway at a developmental level. As well, FHTC has continued to require that all new FHTC program
students to participate in an orientation course entitled “First Year Experience.”  This 10 contact hour course covers
student policies & procedures, time management, study skills, budget and financial aid management, responsibilities for
student loan borrowers, communication with instructors and many other topics.    

Highland Community College invited their business and industry partner into their classrooms to present, evaluate and to
interview their students. Business advisory committee members attend valuable meetings that help shape the curriculum
of the programs.    
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Hutchinson Community College has place an emphasis on the integration of academics with career technical education
by hiring a fulltime integration specialist to increase the academic success of underprepared students.    

Johnson County Community College had faculty from the math department work with student and faculty in the Interior
Design and Hospitality Management Programs to contextualize and integrate math concepts. Both programs have
courses with math-related components that students and faculty struggle to contextualize and student have difficulty
comprehending: Budgeting and Estimating (Interior Design) and Perspectives (Chef Apprenticeship/Food & Beverage).     

Kansas City Kansas Community College (KCKCC) participates in the AO-K initiative to deliver integrated instruction to
technical education programs in community colleges.  KCKCC also participates in HB2506 (sustaining integrated
instruction) and the GED Proviso.  KCKCC will be adding additional integrated academic instructors in FY17 through a
Perkins Leadership grant.    

Labette Community College’s AAS degrees require academic courses such as English Composition, College Algebra,
Anatomy and Physiology. These courses provide basic foundational skills/knowledge that is expanded upon in the
program-specific courses.      

This year, Manhattan Area Technical College piloted an online tutoring service called Brainfuse to augment their limited
in-person tutoring, as well as provide necessary academic resources regardless of location or time.  Brainfuse has
allowed them to expand their tutoring services beyond the walls of the college to all of their CTE students taking key
program requirements for completion of certificates and A.A.S. degrees.  Tutoring in the sciences was especially difficult
for their current Learning Resource Center staff to accommodate and this service provides great science and related
subject coverage.  Math and science tutoring, as well as writing lab services for core courses, were well utilized by 123
unique students in their pilot year for a total of over 5,000 minutes of time.  One example of CTE-specific use - nursing
students in the ADN program used the writing center features for a first review of their APA-style papers before they could
submit them to their instructors.  The Brainfuse feedback was valuable to student learning and allowed them to maximize
nursing faculty time and resources.     

Neosho County Community College accesses the online Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature
(CINAHL) Database and it is available to the nursing students through the college website. Nursing students use the
database to obtain data to support their practice as being evidenced based and demonstrates this through the required
clinical paperwork. In addition, informational support is provided to the entire college community (including CTE programs)
in the form of how successful our students are each year at reaching our General Education Goals.     

Independence Community College purchased the dog manikin for the Vet Tech program. The manikin has been used in
the course VET1113—Radiology, Ultrasound, and Diagnostic Imaging to help students learn patient positioning for the fall
semester. The manikin was used successfully to improve student positioning of animals for imaging    

At North Central Kansas Technical College, CTE Instructors and general education instructors continue to collaborate to
assist students with writing, problem-solving, speaking and math skills in both classroom environments.    

Students at Northwest Kansas Technical College are required to take general education classes.  General Education
classes are available and integrated though the technical programs program hours. Program students attend the required
general education classes as a cohort.  Courses that the students are required to take are very applicable to the
programs.  Students take Computer Fundamentals, Technical Writing/English Comp I, Human Relations/Psychology,
Work Ethics and Technical Math/Algebra.    

Pratt Community College helps students academically that are in technical programs by enrolling them in general
education courses including but not limited to: (a) Communications, (b) Mathematics, (c) Social & Behavioral Science, (d)
Lifetime Fitness & Health, and (e) Computer Technology to complete their Associate of Applied Science degree and/or
certificate. Additionally, Student Success Services provided a multitude of direct, indirect, and ancillary supports to
students with disabilities and those who are at risk of academic failure.    
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At Salina Area Technical College (SATC), students are asked to complete a library research assignment. This helps
students learn to locate information and write about their findings. This is further enhanced by expanding their general
education offerings. Both Student Services personnel and instructors support students in their selection of general
education classes. As a result, more students are taking advantage of general education classes and pursuing their AAS
degree. In addition, three of the two-year programs have integrated general education courses into their programs which
gives students additional opportunities to improve academic skills. Twice a year, instructors meet with their advisory
committees. These meeting have proved invaluable as industry representative provide input on new, emerging trends in
the field as well as feedback on past graduates. In addition, advisory members assist in equipment searches or provide
much needed donations to programs for program quality improvement. During this grant year, three pathways were
developed for the Business Administrative Technology program. The pathways are Desktop Management, Marketing and
Medical Front Office. The pathways were well received by not only our students but our business partners as well. The
Marketing pathway had the most enrollment. Another area they are developing is pipe welding. The instructor has been
researching pipe welding curriculums and equipment needs.    

At Seward County Community College/Area Technical School, all of the Allied Health, Business, and Industrial
Technology AAS degree programs require a specific number of credit hours from the general education curriculum.
Students are also supported through the Writing Center, Math Resource Center, and Student Success Center. Online
academic assistance is provided through Smarthinking.       

Wichita Area Technical College (WATC) CTE faculty work with WATC General Education and Academic faculty to match
competencies.  All WATC faculty work together in Faculty Senate, various faculty committees and participate in all faculty
in-services and all-college in-service events.  Advisors work with academics to create schedules that are friendly to CTE
students so integration of academic courses into their CTE program of study can be accomplished.  All Technical
Certificate and AAS degree programs at WATC include general education courses to prepare students to communicate
effectively and think critically.  These academic courses are offered in face-to-face format, hybrid, and online to provide an
array of options for student convenience.    

Washburn Institute of Technology employed a full time Math instructor to both teach standalone math classes but also to
assist with math skills embedded in the programs.  Several programs have AO-K pathways where an adult education
instructor provides assistance to students in math and reading and writing.  While not all students qualify as AO-K having
this resource in the classroom is a benefit to all students.    

Washburn University provides all students with a number of services to strengthen their academic skills including a math
center, a writing center, counseling and testing services, student services, student health services, academic advising,
and career services.    

KBOR also awarded Perkins grant funds to initially pilot, then fully implement integrating academics into CTE programs.
 This model closely resembles the Kansas Accelerating Opportunity model, but instead of focusing on those who are
educationally or economically disadvantaged, it focuses on ALL CTE students.  CTE and academic faculty work closely
together to develop contextualized content, addressing academic needs specific to the CTE content area.  In addition, the
academic faculty assist in the instruction, thereby not only assisting the student in the content area, but also providing
professional development in methods of instruction to the faculty member.  This has been extremely successful and is
proving to reduce the number of students who leave the program, and improve our number of completers.    

   

2.  During the reporting year, how did your state support partnerships among local educational agencies,
institutions of higher education, adult education providers, and, as appropriate, other entities, such as
employers, labor organizations, intermediaries, parents, and local partnerships, to enable students to achieve
state academic standards, and career and technical skills. 

The 15th Annual Kansas Workforce Summit, held January 20 - 21, 2016, in Topeka, Kansas, featured presenters from the
Center for Work Ethic Development, Director of Corrections and Reentry, Senior Community Development Advisor, KU
School of Edcation, Midwestern Higher Education Compact, Kansas Council on Developmental Disabilities, US
Department of Labor, KBOR GED State Administrator, as well as, the Governor of Kansas, Secretary of Commerce and
other State Officials.  This annual forum for community leaders and chamber representatives, legislators and government
officials, employers, educators, and local workforce board members takes action to address the realities facing the
workforce and economic development issues in Kansas as well as globally. All KSDE Consultants attended this summit
and the KACCTE meeting that was held in conjunction with it.    
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The Kansas Advisory Committee for Career and Technical Education’s (KACCTE) purpose provides a unified voice to
advocate and provide recommendations for continuous improvement for secondary CTE to KSDE, Kansas Board of
Regents (KBOR), and the State Workforce Board.  The KACCTE members work closely with KSDE consultants to provide
direction in selecting industry-recognized credentials/certifications that are representative of industries in Kansas, as well
as, the global economy.  Through career cluster/pathway development, knowledge and skills are improved and aligned
with business and industry standards thus providing the framework for successful completion of selected third party
assessments.  KACCTE meetings are held every quarter to supply continuous support and information.  The KSDE
consultants maintain frequent contact with their Career Cluster Representative as well as attend the quarterly meetings.    

KSDE staff continued to foster partnerships among business and industry organizations, state agencies, and education
stakeholders through the development of programs of study in every pathway.  Competitive grant initiatives have
streamlined partnerships and memberships of national programs initiatives, such as Southern Regional Education Board
(SREB), MBA Research and Curriculum Center, the National Consortium for Health Science Education (NCHSE),
National Assn. of State Administrators of Family and Consumer Sciences, National Partnership for Careers in Law, Public
Safety, Corrections and Security, Association of Career and Technical Education, and American Association of Family
and Consumer Sciences supports partnerships at state and national-level.    

     

     

Currently, students from any Kansas high school who meet the course completion requirements for the twelve community
and technical colleges, and/or universities can utilize their statewide articulation agreement. There are 139 statewide
agreements with Barton, Cloud County, Dodge City, Flint Hills, Kansas City KS, Pratt, and Seward County Community
Colleges as well as Emporia State, Ft. Hays State, Pittsburg State, Wichita State, Washburn University, and six Technical
Colleges.  Plans are to keep working to develop additional statewide articulation agreements for every secondary
state-approved career pathway.  Every year, these agreements are updated as well as new agreements that are
developed with the influence of our EPCs and business and industry.  We were able to add 31 new statewide articulation
agreements this year.    

Training materials for users of the automated Pathways system were updated for simplicity.  Materials include a Pathways
Users Guide, a Pathways Maintenance training PowerPoint, a CTE Student Data Management training PowerPoint, a
CPPSA Career Pathways Program of Study training PowerPoint, and updated help files in the automated system. 
Pathway Help Desk utilized the training power points and the user’s guide to answer questions from the field and to direct
users to them for assistance.  The Help Desk staff also held workshops throughout Kansas to provide one on one
assistance.    

EPC led the Transportation cluster revision process with 9 high school instructors, 1 high school administrator, 2 college
representatives, and 2 business and industry representatives.  The committee looked at what was working within the
cluster and what needed changing. The committee added one new course & combined two collision courses into one full
credit course. In addition, the committee made minor competency edits to several courses.    

At the Annual CTE Conference for teachers and administrators, all KSDE Consultants and Help Desk staff hosted a
“Technical Assistance” room where teachers and administrators could get one-on-one technical assistance. 
Approximately 500 people either attended or presented at the conference that was hosted by all seven Service Centers in
Kansas in cooperation with KSDE and KBOR.    

EPCs collaborate with national staff and state officers to facilitate the State FCCLA Leadership Conference and the
National FCCLA Leadership Conference.  Kansas was well represented at Nationals with 350 students that competed in
multiple events.  Over 1500 students and staff attended the state conference that included our State STAR (Competitive)
Events and two general sessions with a motivational speaker, track sessions, recognition and post-secondary exhibits.  
FCCLA Capitol Leadership Conference provided professional development and training on leadership and advocacy skills
to 350 staff and students.    
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More than 300 teachers, administrators, and counselors attended the Kansas Association for Career and Technical
Education (K-ACTE) Annual Summer Conference held August 2016.  The KACTE Summer conference was presented by
the Kansas Association for Career and Technical Education (K-ACTE), the Kansas State Department of Education
(KSDE), and the Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR). It featured excellent educational opportunities; affiliate sessions; a
state awards program; time to network with colleagues; and vendor resources and services.  The first day was organized
by KSDE, starting off with Commissioner Randy Watson discussing the new Kansans Can vision and State Board
outcomes.  The remainder of the day focused on CTE cluster updates and quality pathways discussions.  The last two
days were planned by both K-ACTE and their affiliates.  The conference agenda focused on key initiatives and strategies
for the inclusion of academics in CTE, 21st Century Skills, technology, teaching and learning strategies, and green
technologies.  Presentations were posted to the K-ACTE website post-conference.    

The Kansas Advisory Committee for Career and Technical Education’s (KACCTE) purpose provides a unified voice to
advocate and provide recommendations for continuous improvement for secondary CTE to KSDE, Kansas Board of
Regents (KBOR), and the State Workforce Board.  The KACCTE members work closely with KSDE consultants to provide
direction in selecting industry-recognized credentials/certifications that are representative of industries in Kansas, as well
as, the global economy.  Through career cluster/pathway development, knowledge and skills are improved and aligned
with business and industry standards thus providing the framework for successful completion of selected third party
assessments.  KACCTE meetings are held every quarter to supply continuous support and information.  The KSDE
consultants maintain frequent contact with their Career Cluster Representative as well as attend the quarterly meetings.    

EPC provided the opportunity for all high schools to submit a Perkins Reserve grant application that would provide funding
for schools to purchase new, innovative equipment for their programs within any of the following pathways: 
transportation, manufacturing, construction, or Law & Public Safety (LPSS).  The grants went to twenty four high schools,
both large and small districts and totaled over $40,000.    

EPC’s host and coordinate 200 Kansas students and advisors at the weeklong SkillsUSA National Leadership and Skills
Conference in Louisville, KY in June 2016.  Through workshops, meetings, contests, and ceremonies, the students
expand their career path and personal development. These programs include activities such as Professional
Development, Community Service, Employment, SkillsUSA Championship Contests, Public Relations, and Social
Activities.  The TechSpo Career and Job Fair exhibitors were Liquid Nails, Miller Elec., Milwaukee Tool, Snap On,
Southwire, Toyota North America, and Harley Davidson among dozens of others.   Pittsburg State University and Fort
Scott Community College, from Kansas, were also represented at the largest trade show in career and technical
education!    

EPC provided several Professional Development opportunities to high school instructors through Perkins Reserve grants:
LPSS full-day Workshop, Drafting Software Workshops, Drive-In Workshops, Cabinetmaking Workshop, Automotive
Workshop, OSHA Training Workshop, Photonics Workshop, and a Rafters Workshop.  There were 42 high school
instructors in attendance, and they were eligible for a combined total of over $14,000. This professional development will
ultimately serve all schools and students offering/taking these courses.    

Association of Career Technical Education National Conference in New Orleans was attended in November 2015 by four
KSDE consultants and leadership.  This National conference on Career and Technical Education covers pedagogy,
trends, business standards, continuing education and guidance for students.  The group learned from other peer states
how they are improving CTE through breakouts, collaborating, networking in their areas.   KSDE Consultants attended
presentations, lectures and training in their respective areas, as well as general sessions that spoke broadly to the CTE
movement across the nation.   Approximately 70 teachers, administrators and KSDE personnel were in attendance from
across the State of Kansas.  National and state data were compared in relation to content delivered and disseminated to
colleagues in the field.    

Barton County Community College partnered with Kansas Department of Revenue to become a CDL test site. Barton also
partnered with Larned Correctional Mental Health Facility to build a vocational building to provide vocational training to
those incarcerated there. Other partnerships included Ellsworth Correctional Facility and Larned Juvenile Correctional
Facility to provide educational opportunities at both facilities. The most recent partnership is with Larned Mental Health
Facility to create and offer a Mental Health Technician certification with this offering being held at the mental health
facility.    
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Butler Community College partners with employers, other institutions of higher education and high schools that support
student success in meeting academic accreditation standards and career and technical skills.  Key partners include
clinical agencies providing hands on experience within nursing and early childhood.  Advisory councils, consisting of area
employers, articulating partners provide input throughout the year regarding current industry needs and academic
preparation of Butler students.    

Coffeyville Community College (CCC) works closely with area employment agencies (e.g. KS Works), local school
districts, and area employers to provide a quality education to program participants.  CCC has developed articulation
agreements with area school districts to meet the needs of their students and in some cases the needs of their community
industries (e.g. Baxter Welding project/A-Tech Steel).  CCC also utilizes program advisory committees to gather input
from industry leaders and to develop partnerships with those industries for tours, employment of graduates, and to secure
clinical agreements.  CCC relies heavily on these relationships to ensure our programs are meeting the needs of not only
the employers, but the students as well.  CCC pushes the attainment of industry-recognized certifications to improve the
potential for future employment for students.  The Career Placement Counselors plays a key role in working with
employers and students to match skills to the available jobs in the area.    

Most of the programs at Colby Community College have clinical or industry sites that directly work with them to provide
clinical experiences (i.e. students visiting clinical sites to work on patients).  All of their programs work with their local
advisory boards to ensure this is occurring.  Certain programs such as Nursing or Physical Therapist Assistant have
multiple sites all across the state and even some outside of the state where this occurs.  Partnering with companies or
individuals currently in the industry allows them to make sure our students are receiving the most current and technically
relevant education possible.     

Dodge City Community College (DCCC) hosts school district Alternative Education counselors and student groups by
assisting with campus tours and speaking with faculty on specific programs requested by the students. DCCC continues
to grow and nurture our partnerships with higher educational institutions by encouraging our students to engage with
faculty, staff, and administration, while they are developing their transfer opportunities. DCCC Welding instructor and CNA
instructor, in conjunction with the Adult Learning Center, have been involved in the AO-K initiative. Students attended the
GED portion of their education on the DCCC main campus, then immediately after class/lecture, students would transition
into the Welding lab or the health clinical site. Students remained engaged and were included in the education setting.
DCCC coordinates with the local Kansas Workforce Center by assisting students in obtaining the financial means to enroll
in CDL (Commercial Driver’s License) and CNA (Certified Nurse Aid) courses. Upon completion, a student is prepared to
enter the workforce with a skill and a certification.    

The Adult Education/Workforce Training Center (AE/WTC) is a division of Flint Hills Technical College.  As such, they
provide classes in Adult Basic Education and English as a Second Language, as well as preparation for US Citizenship,
GED high school diploma equivalency and Bootcamps for Compass Testing.  As the training/educational partner in this
regional area for the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA), the AE/WTC works with KansasWorks,
Vocational Rehabilitation Services, and the Department for Children and Families to provide education for the WIOA
partners as they refer clients for services to them. Employers are involved with the Tech College in a variety of ways such
as providing tours, field trips, guest presentations, internship opportunities, employment upon graduation and a number of
other items.  Perhaps their most important involvement and influence at FHTC is through each program’s advisory
committee (PAC).  These PAC’s meet two times annually to discuss and act upon major issues and directions for each
program.  The Flint Hills Career Clusters Consortium (FHCCC) is a group of secondary administrators, counselors and
CTE faculty who meet with FHTC administrators, staff and faculty through FHCCC meetings.   The Consortium includes
members from FHTC and high schools that meet to discuss programs of study, transfer agreements, labor data, career
pathways, student feedback and other topics affecting current and future students.    

Fort Scott Community College is working with three local Adult Education programs to offer Career Technical Training to
A-OK participants.    

Hutchinson Community College has a large number of articulation agreements with high schools across south central
Kansas and multiple articulation agreements with four-year institutions.  The college-sponsored Adult Education program
has several approved career tracks and each CTE program has an active business advisory committee.    
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Kansas City Kansas Community College (KCKCC) partners with Johnson County Community College (JCCC) to deliver
training – JCCC offers CDL classes and KCKCC offers forklift classes—students are referred back and forth for the
appropriate class.  KCKCC also has an articulation agreement with the JCCC Culinary Arts program.  Flint Hills Technical
College is partnering with KCKCC to deliver a Power Plant Technology program in the Kansas City metro area.  KCKCC
is one of the first community colleges in the nation to collaborate with a four-year university in the creation of a program
that allows students to earn an associate’s degree and bachelor’s degree in nursing simultaneously.  This means students
in the Kansas University Community College Nursing Partnership (KUCCNP) program can bypass the traditional RN
licensure associate degree in nursing step that is typically required prior to starting an RN to BSN program. Currently,
KCKCC is the only community college in the state of Kansas and one of a few in the nation to offer such a partnership.
Prior to entering the program, students must complete all 60 hours of the prerequisite courses required to enter both the
KCKCC and KU nursing programs. Once those are completed, students must be admitted to the KCKCC ADN program
and apply for admission to the KU School of Nursing. KU will consider KCKCC newly admitted nursing students with a
cumulative grade point average of at least 2.5. The programs must be started in the same semester.  “Students in the
KUCCNP program are required to enroll in at least six credit hours of KU School of Nursing courses each semester in
addition to the regular ADN courses. Students in the partnership program will complete their KCKCC coursework on the
main KCKCC campus. The KU courses will be completed at the same time in an online format.    

Labette Community College partners officially with both secondary schools and four-year institutions through formal
concurrent and/or articulation agreements. In addition, the CTE advisory committees all have representation from a
variety of areas, including all of the ones listed above. For the health science programs, the clinical partners are a critical
component of the training and provide great opportunities for students to practice and develop skills.     

Neosho County Community College’s programs use the state aligned curriculum to achieve state academic standards. 
They also take full advantage of their advisory boards to ensure they respond to industry needs and expectations.  Their
programs also focus on industry recognized credentials.  NCCC is participating in the Accelerating CTE and A-OK
initiatives to integrate career and technical programing in to Adult Basic Education.    

North Central Kansas Technical College follows curriculum alignment developed by the Kansas Board of Regents where
applicable. In this process we also follow the prescribed credential. Curriculum and credentials are determined through a
series of meetings with state-wide instructors and industry partners. The College uses third-party industry credentials in
several programs to prepare students for industry and make students more marketable for potential employers.    

During the 2015-2016 academic school year, Pratt Community College partnered with (a) WATC and Coffeyville
Community College (Electrical Power Technology), The Urban League of Kansas (Allied Health), (c) Cowley County
Community College (Nursing), and (d) signed and/or maintained Articulation Agreements and Memorandum of
Understandings with seven service area high schools and 17 postsecondary institutions. Further, the Vice President of
Instruction started working with several colleges and universities to leverage additional 2+2, transferable, and course
equivalency options for students. Academically, students in technical programs enroll in general education courses
including but not limited to: (a) Communications, (b) Mathematics, (c) Social & Behavioral Science, (d) Lifetime Fitness &
Health, and (e) Computer Technology courses to complete their Associate of Applied Science degree and/or certificate.
Additionally, Student Success Services provided a multitude of direct, indirect, and ancillary supports to students with
disabilities and those who are at risk of academic failure.    

During this grant year, Salina Area Technical College (SATC) renewed all current secondary articulation agreements. In
addition, the Vice President of Instruction, Associate Vice President of Instruction and the Vice President of Student
Services visited eight different high schools to discuss concurrent articulation agreements. From these meetings, two new
agreements have been signed and several more and being discussed. SATC has been working diligently to increase its
postsecondary agreements. An agreement with Kansas State University Polytechnic (KSUP) is being developed called
P3. KSUP is in the process of presenting this pathway to the local Academic Affairs committee and, once approved, they
will then present to the Manhattan campus Academic Affairs committee. Other articulation pathways are being presented
to Fort Hays State, Pittsburg State and Kansas Wesleyan.    

At Seward County Community College/Area Technical School all CTE programs utilize advisory boards to provide
guidance and insight in assisting students with meeting academic standards and CTE skills. We also partner with our
Adult Education program and Kansas Workforce Board in providing funding support for students transitioning to CTE
programs, including bilingual instruction. Industry partners provide scholarships, operational funding, and faculty training
support. We have dual credit and concurrent enrollment partnerships with 10 area high schools for CTE programs in allied
health, business, computer information systems, agriculture, and industrial technology. For the 2015-2016 academic year,
a total of 52 clinical affiliate sites were available to support student learning in four allied health programs.     
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At Wichita Area Technical College (WATC) Career Services regularly attends the quarterly meetings of the Regional
Manufacturing Council on Technical Education (RMCTE).  This is an organized and staff supported forum designed to
provide businesses in the manufacturing industry a coordinated voice to influence and improve the education and skills
training programs in South Central Kansas. Wichita Area Technical College has on-going relationship with the Mid
America Manufacturing Technology Center (MAMTC).  Through this partnership, MAMTC helps support WATC in
non-credit training efforts for employees of manufacturing industry in the service delivery area.  Specific training includes
creating new training, building upon existing training, or renewing specific skills sets vital to the continued employment
which in turn is valuable to the employers’ production needs.  This non-credit training is in areas of high-skill, high-wage
positions and is another avenue for WATC to stay current on the most up-to-date technology in the aviation and
manufacturing industries. Additionally, WATC has an established partnership with Goodwill Industries called the NexStep
program.  NexStep facilitates the students’ transition to CTE while earning their GED.  Many area employers, through this
partnership, offer paid and unpaid work experience that allows students to gain authentic experience in an actual job
setting.    

Finally, throughout the year numerous community, business and educational partners work with WATC programs. 
Members of our IATs participate in WATC open house events, Manufacturing Day, school counselor breakfast events and
student tours.    

At Washburn University, several programs provide mock board exams and/or board exam preparation materials for their
students. Many of these products are purchased through the national professional organizations and are designed to
improve student performance on national credentialing examinations.    

   

3. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to improve career guidance and academic
counseling programs? 

Yes

KSDE State Guidance Counselor continues to promote the use of Individual Plans of Study used by LEAs for all students,
inclusive of special population and nontraditional students, to prepare for future career opportunities. Direct technical
assistance, web page documents and conferences have been continually enhanced and provide guidance available to
teachers, counselors and administrators.    

KSDE staff updated the Career Cluster Guidance Handbook for all teachers, administrators, and guidance counselors to
assist in the local development of Programs of Study (POS).  The document consists of 35 Cluster/Pathway Design
Sheets, definitions, POS template, course crossover matrix, and additional information needed to select and implement
pathways programs of study at the local level.  The current year handbook is available as well as the handbook for the
2017 – 18 school year was updated early to aide in planning for any new pathways.  This year even more help documents
were included to aide districts in all aspects of their pathways system maintenance, funding, and KSDE policies.  KSDE
Staff also presented multiple cluster updates to pathway instructors, state Curriculum Coordinators, and K – 12 Instructors
at several conferences and workshops.    

KSDE staff organized and presented ten CTE Drive-In Workshops across Kansas this fall for all clusters.  Through these
regional workshops, KSDE staff provided Pathways technical assistance, Kansas CTE updates and news, and
professional development. CTE Coordinators, teachers and administrators attended these workshops.  Training on
various components of all Career Clusters and Development of Pathways were provided to all who attended.  These
training opportunities were provided to improve the understanding of Career Clusters and the development and content of
each Pathway.    

The Kansas Advisory Committee for Career and Technical Education’s (KACCTE) purpose provides a unified voice to
advocate and provide recommendations for continuous improvement for secondary CTE to KSDE, Kansas Board of
Regents (KBOR), and the State Workforce Board.  The KACCTE members work closely with KSDE consultants to provide
direction in selecting industry-recognized credentials/certifications that are representative of industries in Kansas, as well
as, the global economy.  Through career cluster/pathway development, knowledge and skills are improved and aligned
with business and industry standards thus providing the framework for successful completion of selected third party
assessments.  KACCTE meetings are held every quarter to supply continuous support and information.  The KSDE
consultants maintain frequent contact with their Career Cluster Representative as well as attend the quarterly meetings.    
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Association of Career Technical Education National Conference in New Orleans was attended in November 2015 by four
KSDE consultants and leadership.  This National conference on Career and Technical Education covers pedagogy,
trends, business standards, continuing education and guidance for students.  The group learned from other peer states
how they are improving CTE through breakouts, collaborating, networking in their areas.   KSDE Consultants attended
presentations, lectures and training in their respective areas, as well as general sessions that spoke broadly to the CTE
movement across the nation.   Approximately 70 teachers, administrators and KSDE personnel were in attendance from
across the State of Kansas.  National and state data were compared in relation to content delivered and disseminated to
colleagues in the field.    

EPCs collaborate with national staff and state officers to facilitate the State FCCLA Leadership Conference and the
National FCCLA Leadership Conference.  Kansas was well represented at Nationals with 350 students that competed in
multiple events.  Over 1500 students and staff attended the state conference that included our State STAR (Competitive)
Events and two general sessions with a motivational speaker, track sessions, recognition and post-secondary exhibits.  
FCCLA Capitol Leadership Conference provided professional development and training on leadership and advocacy skills
to 350 staff and students.    

Highland Community College used Perkins funds to improve their career guidance and counseling programs by making
their Student Services representatives available outside the normal business day and at alternative locations.    

Neosho County Community College’s instructors in their CTE programs that are supported through Perkins funds play
multiple roles for their students.  They facilitate the students’ learning and success at the course and program level, they
serve as a conduit to local employers, and they also fill the role of academic and career advisors.     

North Central Kansas Technical College used Perkins funds to support professional development for academic advisors
who work with CTE students.    
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Six of the colleges that receive Perkins funds applied for additional Leadership funds that helped with some of their
expenses for Manufacturing Day activities that involved local high school students, the institution’s manufacturing classes
and partnering industry. At Coffeyville Community College (CCC) the students toured industrial facilities on Wednesday,
October 12, in Montgomery County as part of Manufacturing Day 2016. The Coffeyville Community College Technical
Campus hosted this event as part of an effort to draw attention to the opportunities that a career in manufacturing can
provide. Tours were held at John Deere Coffeyville Works and Cessna in Independence.  The goal was to showcase local
career options that align with the technical training provided at CCC. Sam Carnes, IHS Counselor said, “I had a fun day
showing students some different career options at CCC’s Manufacturing Day.”  Highlighting area manufacturers provided
an opportunity for students to see what manufacturing is and isn’t and eliminated some of the myths; which encouraged
students to explore the option of career and technical education.  Manufacturing Day was a win-win for both the
manufacturer and the student. The college felt that they were able to engage the local high schools in promoting career
and technical education that will develop a highly skilled workforce that meets the needs and demands of our area
manufacturers. Both students and educators reported the event helped them gain more knowledge about manufacturing
careers and resources in our community. Cowley College all 191 Arkansas City Middle School students, along with
chaperoning teachers and counselors. The event started with an inspirational video, followed by a greeting from Cowley
College President, Dr. Dennis Rittle, speaker Jennifer Porter – a Cowley Alumni who now works for Skyline Industries, a
local manufacturer and CTE partner, and concluding with a shop safety chat from Rick Squires, Cowley’s Machine Tool
instructor. The event then moved to the CTE building where students talked with instructors and students, some of whom
were area high school students attending on SB-155 funding, from Automotive, Welding, Machine Tool, Numerical
Control, Non-Destructive Testing, Mechanical, and Mechatronics programs. Conversations focused on career possibilities,
projected salaries, and the types of classes they should take in high school to prepare for college courses in technical
careers.  Students also participated in a series of hands-on activities to give them a taste of each technical career.  Some
of the hands-on activities included: Learning to perform routine car maintenance, welding simulators, CNC programming,
radiographic and penetrant testing of welds and other materials, and wiring, installation, and aligning motor starters. At
Fort Scott Community College, the event was staged as follows. From 9:00 a.m. to noon registrants were divided into
three groups. Each group had the opportunity to tour three of the six participating manufacturing industries in Ft. Scott. 
After the tours, the groups returned to the FSCC East Campus where they had the opportunity to participate in hands-on
activities and visit with industry personnel representing FSCC programs. In the Construction area activities included
utilizing a chop saw and a nail driving competition. HVAC participants used meters to diagnose HVAC circuits.  Masonry
participants mixed mortar and laid a block wall. In Welding, participants experienced various welding tasks utilizing
welding simulators.    Pittsburg State University provided hands on experiences related to their Heavy Equipment
Maintenance program.  In addition, participants could interact with KansasWorks representatives and complete activities
in the KansasWorks Mobile Lab.  Kansas City Kansas Community College had students from various high schools attend
a different manufacturing facilities. Tours were conducted by plant personnel and information was handed out to the
students. The facilities that were toured were: General Motors Fairfax Plant, Huhtamaki Plant, Harley-Davidson Vehicle
and Powertrain Operations and Kansas City Kansas Community College Technical Education Center. At Seward County
Community College (SCCC) Attendees participated in the 3i show opening ceremonies, as well as visited with industry
representatives present during the show. Student were asked to fill out a survey reflective of their experiences of the
event so that SCCC as educators would have a picture of student understanding of some of the foundational concepts of
the manufacturing industries and corresponding careers. The 3i show traditionally has over 800 business, industry, and
manufacturing companies represented. A very large display of regional economic diversity.      

   

4. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to establish agreements, including articulation
agreements, between secondary school and postsecondary career and technical education programs to provide
postsecondary education and training opportunities for students? 

Yes

Kansas students are able to take advantage of 139 local articulation agreements established between their secondary
LEA and a school to registered apprenticeship, community and technical college, and/or university. A requirement of all
new cluster/pathway applications results in an articulated agreement signed annually by leadership of the participating
secondary and postsecondary institutions and/or apprenticeship site.  These agreements represent our mission of
developing an academic plan for Kansas students to be successful in either college or career, and they ensure a
smoother transition with less duplication of effort by the student.    
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Currently, students from any Kansas high school who meet the course completion requirements for the twelve community
and technical colleges, and/or universities can utilize their statewide articulation agreement. There are 139 statewide
agreements with Barton, Cloud County, Dodge City, Flint Hills, Kansas City KS, Pratt, and Seward County Community
Colleges as well as Emporia State, Ft. Hays State, Mid-American Nazarene, Pittsburg State, Wichita State, Washburn
University, and six Technical Colleges.  Plans are to keep working to develop additional statewide articulation agreements
for every secondary state-approved career pathway.  Every year, these agreements are updated as well as new
agreements that are developed with the influence of our EPCs and business and industry.  We were able to add 31 new
statewide articulation agreements this year.    

Pittsburg State University holds statewide articulation agreements for Construction, Family and Community Services,
Consumer Services, Early Childhood Development and Services, Teaching/Training, and Visual Arts pathways.  Wichita
State University holds statewide articulation agreements for the Engineering and Applied Mathematics pathway.  Emporia
State University holds four statewide articulation agreements in Corrections, Security, Law, and Law Enforcement -
Pre-Law, Government and Public Administration, Business Finance, and the Teaching/Training pathways.    

Washburn University holds 12 statewide articulation agreements for the Health Science, Bus, Mgmt and Admin - Bus.
Entrepreneurship and Mgmt., Finance - Business Finance, Marketing, LPSCS-Corrections, Sec.andLaw Enforcement,
Human Svc - Family and Community Svc, Human Svc - Early Childhood, Teaching and Training, AV Communications,
STEM BioMedical, and, Web and Digital Communications pathways.  Wichita State University has come on board with
Engineering & Applied Mathematics.     

The Kansas FFA Convention registered over 1,630 plus FFA members, parents, guests and sponsors throughout out the
activities from 135 FFA Chapter across the state to grow their leadership knowledge, participate in Leadership Career
Development events that will qualify them for National FFA Career Development events, and conduct organizational
business.  In addition, the members have the opportunity to participate in six sessions packed with motivational speakers
on leadership and agriculture.  EPC collaborates with Kansas State University College of Agriculture, Kansas Department
of Agriculture, Local members and advisors from 135 high schools across the state.    

Association of Career Technical Education National Conference in New Orleans was attended in November 2015 by four
KSDE consultants and leadership.  This National conference on Career and Technical Education covers pedagogy,
trends, business standards, continuing education and guidance for students.  The group learned from other peer states
how they are improving CTE through breakouts, collaborating, networking in their areas.   KSDE Consultants attended
presentations, lectures and training in their respective areas, as well as general sessions that spoke broadly to the CTE
movement across the nation.   Approximately 70 teachers, administrators and KSDE personnel were in attendance from
across the State of Kansas.  National and state data were compared in relation to content delivered and disseminated to
colleagues in the field.    

Kansas FFA State Conference for Chapter Leaders, Kansas FFA Leader Lab and Stand and Deliver Conferences, and
the Kansas FFA District Officers Conference all provided opportunities for FFA officers and members to focus on
individual leadership skill development and activities.  Collaborative partners in these events include Cargill Meat
Solutions, Animal Health International, Turner Flowers, KSU College of Agriculture, the CHS Foundation and immediate
past State FFA Officers.  Over 150 FFA members attended these intense 24 hour conferences as well as 41 District FFA
Officers from 7 districts.  The Kansas FFA State Conference for Chapter Leaders registered 255 FFA chapter leaders
from 45 FFA chapter across the state.    

Dodge City Community College (DCCC) utilized Perkins funds for travel by the technical programs admissions
representative to improve awareness and enrollment in all CTE programs, to create and renew articulation agreements,
and to discover and deliver concurrent enrollment and/or dual credit opportunities for high school students. DCCC Tech
Education representatives were contacted by administration from USD 102 (Cimarron) and Cimarron civic and business
leaders. All have been working together to collaborate on course work and job opportunities in the following industries: 
Dairy (Agriculture and English as a Second Language), Microsoft Certification (Business Technology), industrial
electrician (Building Construction), CNA licensing (Allied Health), and manufacturing (Welding). Throughout much
discussion, ESL courses will be taught at the Cimarron Public Library and Microsoft courses will be taught in Cimarron
High School beginning this Fall 2016. This group meets monthly to continue to move forward in the other areas to enable
this community to meet its educational and economic needs.    
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Manhattan Area Technical College’s relationships with area high schools strengthened over this academic year as they
grew their internal processes and established relationships with secondary school counselors, instructors and principals.
 They added courses with Manhattan High School in Auto Technology and in Welding (Blueprint Reading).  They also
added welding classes at Wamego High School and established a formal relationship with Blue Valley High School and
will be offering some general education classes, as well as Business/Accounting classes in fall 2016.  Having a Perkins
funded (partial) Instructional Outreach Specialist has been integral to moving these relationships forward, getting students
enrolled and ensuring faculty at the high-schools are in alignment with our faculty and their college-level course offerings. 
  

Neosho County Community College continues to update and add to their agreements with secondary and postsecondary
institutions. The Pittsburgh State University articulation agreement for welding and construction technology was
reaffirmed. The nursing program continues to have articulation agreements with KU, MNU, OU, University of Phoenix, and
Chamberlain College. The Accounting Articulation Agreement with Chanute High School is in the process of being
updated.  An articulation agreement in business administration is being developed with Fort Hays State University.
Articulations in several CTE pathways are currently being reviewed with area secondary schools.  Through articulated
pathways with Ottawa High School a degree completion pathway has been created to allow students to complete the AA
or AS or AAS degree while in high school.      

     

   

5. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to support initiatives to facilitate the transition of
sub baccalaureate career and technical education students into baccalaureate programs? 

Yes

Fort Hays State University has established and maintained articulation agreements directly with high school CTE
programs for many years.  Currently, they have three Statewide Articulation Agreements in STEM – Energy, STEM –
Engineering and Applied Math, and the Construction and/or Design strands of the Construction and Design pathway.    

Pittsburg State University holds statewide articulation agreements for Construction, Family and Community Services,
Consumer Services, Early Childhood Development and Services, Teaching/Training, and Visual Arts pathways.  Wichita
State University holds a statewide articulation agreement for the Engineering and Applied Mathematics pathway.  Emporia
State University holds four statewide articulation agreements in Corrections, Security, Law, and Law Enforcement -
Pre-Law, Government and Public Administration, Business Finance, and the Teaching/Training pathways.    

Washburn University holds 12 statewide articulation agreements for the Health Science, Bus, Mgmt and Admin - Bus.
Entrepreneurship and Mgmt., Finance - Business Finance, Marketing, LPSCS-Corrections, Sec.andLaw Enforcement,
Human Svc - Family and Community Svc, Human Svc - Early Childhood, Education and Training, AV Communications,
STEM BioMedical, and, Web and Digital Communications pathways.     

North Central Kansas Technical College (NCKTC) has an agreement with Fort Hays State University (FHSU) to provide a
Gateway Program for their students.  NCKTC students can live in the dorms and have all the amenities and activities as a
FHSU student.     

KSDE staff organized and presented ten CTE Drive-In Workshops across Kansas this fall for all clusters.  Through these
regional workshops, KSDE staff provided Pathways technical assistance, Kansas CTE updates and news, and
professional development. CTE Coordinators, teachers and administrators attended these workshops.  Training on
various components of all Career Clusters and Development of Pathways were provided to all who attended.  These
training opportunities were provided to improve the understanding of Career Clusters and the development and content of
each Pathway.    

The Kansas FFA Convention registered over 1,630 plus FFA members, parents, guests and sponsors throughout out the
activities from 135 FFA Chapter across the state to grow their leadership knowledge, participate in Leadership Career
Development events that will qualify them for National FFA Career Development events, and conduct organizational
business.  In addition, the members have the opportunity to participate in six sessions packed with motivational speakers
on leadership and agriculture.  EPC collaborates with Kansas State University College of Agriculture, Kansas Department
of Agriculture, Local members and advisors from 135 high schools across the state.    
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EPC’s host and coordinate 200 Kansas students and advisors at the weeklong SkillsUSA National Leadership and Skills
Conference in Louisville, KY in June 2016.  Through workshops, meetings, contests, and ceremonies, the students
expand their career path and personal development. These programs include activities such as Professional
Development, Community Service, Employment, SkillsUSA Championship Contests, Public Relations, and Social
Activities.  The TechSpo Career and Job Fair exhibitors were Liquid Nails, Miller Elec., Milwaukee Tool, Snap On,
Southwire, Toyota North America, and Harley Davidson among dozens of others.   Pittsburg State University and Fort
Scott Community College, from Kansas, were also represented at the largest trade show in career and technical
education!    

Association of Career Technical Education National Conference in New Orleans was attended in November 2015 by four
KSDE consultants and leadership.  This National conference on Career and Technical Education covers pedagogy,
trends, business standards, continuing education and guidance for students.  The group learned from other peer states
how they are improving CTE through breakouts, collaborating, networking in their areas.   KSDE Consultants attended
presentations, lectures and training in their respective areas, as well as general sessions that spoke broadly to the CTE
movement across the nation.   Approximately 70 teachers, administrators and KSDE personnel were in attendance from
across the State of Kansas.  National and state data were compared in relation to content delivered and disseminated to
colleagues in the field.    

Individual Perkins Reserve grants were awarded to 101 districts/consortiums to assist in Non-Traditional training and
updates focused on the completion of their secondary programs.  A total of 222 individual grants were awarded to districts
for over $270,968.  Information about non-traditional careers was be sent out to all districts and distributed during the CTE
Conference in February 2016 and at the K-ACTE Annual Summer Conference, held on August 1-3, 2016.  Visual
marketing pieces reflecting individuals in the workforce representing non-traditional roles were developed and will
continue to be distributed. KSDE and KBOR have plans for additional pathway areas to be highlighted for more visual
marketing.      

Butler Community College redesigned the Early College Public Safety curriculum to provide for students the opportunity to
earn an associate in general studies.  Students earning an associate degree then would be able to transition into a
baccalaureate degree.    

At Dodge City Community College (DCCC), Perkins funds were used for faculty to travel to 4 year institutions to gain
updates on programs, curriculum, and transferability of courses. Faculty make students aware of the importance of
attending Transfer Days, encouraging them to schedule campus visits, and aid students in researching their program of
study at these institutions. Students felt this was an easier transition being able to transfer into an institution they are
familiar with and knowing they are prepared to advance their education and prepare for a career.    

Highland Community College used Perkins funds to better prepare their Nursing students for the NCLEX exam and to
give them the foundation to pursue their Baccalaureate degree. The consulting service provided information and feedback
to both students and to staff on improving the program.    

Hutchinson Community College’s Health Information Technology Coordinator was able to complete an articulation
agreement with a college in Missouri to enable students to more easily pursue a bachelor’s degree.    

Manhattan Area Technical College’s relationships with area high schools strengthened over this academic year as they
grew their internal processes and established relationships with secondary school counselors, instructors and principals.
 They added courses with Manhattan High School in Auto Technology and in Welding (Blueprint Reading).  They also
added welding classes at Wamego High School and established a formal relationship with Blue Valley High School and
will be offering some general education classes, as well as Business/Accounting classes in fall 2016.  Having a Perkins
funded (partial) Instructional Outreach Specialist has been integral to moving these relationships forward, getting students
enrolled and ensuring faculty at the high-schools are in alignment with our faculty and their college-level course offerings. 
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Neosho County Community College (NCCC) nursing program is working with KU to develop a model for educational
advancement that would allow ADN students to work on BSN classes while enrolled in the ADN program.  The nursing
program continues to have articulation agreements with KU, MNU, OU, University of Phoenix, and Chamberlain College.
They continue working with Pittsburg State University to develop a program that will allow students to get a jump start on
BSN completion while finishing their ADN degree. NCCC also has an articulation agreement with Pittsburg State
University for welding and construction technology. An articulation agreement with Fort Hays State University in business
administration is being developed. NCCC is also working on articulations in several CTE pathways are currently being
reviewed with area secondary schools.  Through articulated pathways with Ottawa High School, a degree completion
pathway has been created to allow students to complete the AA or AS or AAS degree while in high school.     

Washburn Institute of Technology (Washburn Tech) hired a Director of Transitions to encourage and assist students to
transition into baccalaureate positions.  We believe this position has had a significant impact on assisting students and
making all students more aware of the opportunities of pursuing further education beyond their technical certificate. An
agreement has been in place for many years (25 or more) that encourages Washburn Tech students and graduates to
enroll at Washburn University to earn the associate degree at a reduced tuition rate. During the last three completed
academic years, the numbers reflect a small, yet steady decrease in enrollments of Tech students at Washburn University
while at the same time, enrollments at Washburn Tech were increasing.  When Washburn Tech created the position of
Director of Student Transition, one goal was to increase the number of students utilizing the opportunity to earn the
associate degree at a reduced tuition rate. Twenty-three Washburn Tech students/graduates enrolled at Washburn
University for summer session 2016.  It is anticipated that increased numbers of students will embrace the opportunity and
that enrollment numbers at the end of the 2016-2017 academic year will increase over those in the 2015-2016 academic
year.  Other expected outcomes included smoothing the transition between the two campuses, creating increased
opportunities for students to explore either campus, and providing students with an advocate to assist students as they
strive to overcome barriers and obstacles. Communication between the two campuses has increased, both in frequency
and quality.  Tech students have multiple opportunities during the academic year to tour the University campus and to
meet with admissions counselors and advising staff.  Several times each semester, the Director of Student Transition
goes into each classroom on the Tech campus to inform students of the associate degree option and encourage
enrollment at Washburn University at the reduced rate.  Having one staff person serve as the “primary contact” for all
questions and matters related to the Washburn University associate degree, makes the process more manageable and
less stressful for students as they seek to gather information and ask questions.  In addition, having one contact to answer
questions or research individual situations has improved the responsiveness and efficiency of Washburn University staff
members who admit and enroll students.      

     

   

6. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to support career and technical student
organizations?

Yes

State leadership funds provide support for state advisors for each Career Technical Student Organizations (CTSOs) and
related student organization activities. Student members gain career skills through participation in Citizenship Day; local
chapter, state, and national CTSO conferences; and individual CTSO specific leadership training.  Citizenship Day is a
Joint leadership activity between all CTSO’s, and then they present a program to the Kansas State Board of Education.    

SkillsUSA Kansas State Conference is an annual event. In April 2016, we hosted 935 students and advisors. Once
students and advisors registered, they toured the Business and Industry TechSpo. Some TechSpo Career and Job Fair
participants are Fort Scott Community College, Coffeyville Community College, Northwest Kansas Technical College, and
Kansas Works.  SkillsUSA hosted Curtis Waltermire as the Keynote speaker. SkillsUSA Kansas also hosted the annual
live auction raising money for scholarships.  In 60 leadership and skills contests offered, business and industry judged 839
contestants overall.  Gold medalists will move on to compete at the National level in June 2016.    
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EPC’s host and coordinate 200 Kansas students and advisors at the weeklong SkillsUSA National Leadership and Skills
Conference in Louisville, KY in June 2016.  Through workshops, meetings, contests, and ceremonies, the students
expand their career path and personal development. These programs include activities such as Professional
Development, Community Service, Employment, SkillsUSA Championship Contests, Public Relations, and Social
Activities.  The TechSpo Career and Job Fair exhibitors were Liquid Nails, Miller Elec., Milwaukee Tool, Snap On,
Southwire, Toyota North America, and Harley Davidson among dozens of others.   Pittsburg State University and Fort
Scott Community College, from Kansas, were also represented at the largest trade show in career and technical
education!    

     

DECA: Marketing, Management, and Entrepreneurship helps students to prepare for business related careers and
competitions with their Fall Career Development Conference.  DECA students then compete in their skill areas at their
state conference and can qualify to attend the DECA International Career Development Conference, which includes
students from Puerto Rico, China, Canada, Germany, and the United States.  DECA has taught leadership skills to about
1,100 plus students that attended during FY 2016.    

LEAs applying for an approved Ag pathway through the automated pathways system (CPPSA) must identify CTSO
chapter affiliation as part of the application.  Kansas is implementing the Kansas Scholar award including membership in a
CTSO as one of the required events.    

The Kansas FFA Convention registered over 1,630 plus FFA members, parents, guests and sponsors throughout out the
activities from 135 FFA Chapter across the state to grow their leadership knowledge, participate in Leadership Career
Development events that will qualify them for National FFA Career Development events, and conduct organizational
business.  In addition, the members have the opportunity to participate in six sessions packed with motivational speakers
on leadership and agriculture.  EPC collaborates with Kansas State University College of Agriculture, Kansas Department
of Agriculture, Local members and advisors from 135 high schools across the state.    

Kansas FFA State Conference for Chapter Leaders, Kansas FFA Leader Lab and Stand and Deliver Conferences, and
the Kansas FFA District Officers Conference all provided opportunities for FFA officers and members to focus on
individual leadership skill development and activities.  Collaborative partners in these events include Cargill Meat
Solutions, Animal Health International, Turner Flowers, KSU College of Agriculture, the CHS Foundation and immediate
past State FFA Officers.  Over 150 FFA members attended these intense 24 hour conferences as well as 41 District FFA
Officers from 7 districts.  The Kansas FFA State Conference for Chapter Leaders registered 255 FFA chapter leaders
from 45 FFA chapter across the state.    

EPCs collaborate with national staff and state officers to facilitate the State FCCLA Leadership Conference and the
National FCCLA Leadership Conference.  Kansas was well represented at Nationals with 350 students that competed in
multiple events.  Over 1500 students and staff attended the state conference that included our State STAR (Competitive)
Events and two general sessions with a motivational speaker, track sessions, recognition and post-secondary exhibits.  
FCCLA Capitol Leadership Conference provided professional development and training on leadership and advocacy skills
to 350 staff and students.    

All KSDE EPCs collaborate with officers and students to host and participate in an annual joint leadership training
conference to learn about being an officer for state and local CTSO chapters by guiding approximately 50 members
through the yearly program of work.  In addition, there is a training day for all newly-elected CTSO State Officers.     

The FCCLA Take Aim Conference provides leadership training to 550 students by teaching them about incorporating
national programs, appropriate social networking, and the STAR (competitive) events.     

EPC collaborates with National Professional Leaders and all local advisors to facilitate the State Leadership Conference,
and two National Leadership Conferences throughout the school year.  These conferences are two and four-day
conferences that include seminars on leadership, team building and general personality development.  There are also
competitive events to focus and improve the skills of the over 200 students that attend.    
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SkillsUSA Kansas Fall Leadership Conference This is a 2-day conference in helping student work with their district
delegation, attend five to seven quality workshops, and enhance leadership skills. The programs done at the Fall
Leadership Conference are to help impact students career path and personal development. These programs include
activities such as Professional Development, Community Service, Employment, Ways and Means (Fundraising),
SkillsUSA Championship Contests, Public Relations, and Social Activities. Some of the sessions offered specifically were:
Public Speaking, Scholarships, Interview Skills, Insurance, Finance, and Housing.  Curtis Waltermire, a mentalist from
Valley Center, KS was our guest speaker. Mr. Waltermire entertained the SkillsUSA members with his mind bending
treats and extraordinary mind reading performances at both the opening and closing ceremonies. His message to
SkillsUSA members was to follow the talent or passion that is inside them. Do what it takes to succeed and make dreams
a reality. Other 30 Minutes Professional Workshops were put on by our HS State Officer Team.  The conference was
attended by over 160 students and advisors from high schools and postsecondary college’s around the state. This year
we included the TechSpo Career and Job Fair participants such as, Fort Scott Community College, Coffeyville Community
College, Northwest Kansas Technical College, and Kansas Works.    

CTSO Advisors received assistance through Perkins Reserve Grants provided funding for advisors to take students to the
National SkillsUSA Leadership Conference in Louisville, KY and to participate in professional development activities while
at the conference. Each advisor received a $500 Perkins Reserve Grant to help offset their travel costs.  This will also
benefit all students in these schools’ programs through the skills & knowledge gained by the advisors attending the PD
activities at the conference grants went to both large and small schools.    

Perkins funds were used for advisor expenses in the Distributive Education Clubs of America (DECA) at Cowley County
Community College. As of December 2015, there were 11 student members of DECA. Four students attended the DECA
state leadership conference.  The four officers attended the National Fall Leadership Conference. The students had the
opportunity to listen to guest speakers, take off site tours of industries, as well as participate in case study
competitions. Thirteen students attended the Kansas State Collegiate DECA Career Development Conference at Fort
Hays State University. Students will participate in various competitive events. Students will also have the opportunity to
listen to guest speakers and participate in leadership and team building workshops.     

Dodge City Community College used Perkins funds for travel by the Automotive and Diesel faculty to the Kansas Skills
USA competition. They were able to observe and network with other instructors, within the same programs, at other
institutions across the state.    

At Flint Hills Technical College, Perkins funds were used to support instructor participation in both Phi Beta Lambda (PBL)
and Skills USA student organization activities. For Skills USA, the Hospitality/Culinary Arts instructors helped to prepare
students for both the Culinary Arts and Commercial Baking competitions at the state and national conferences.  Both
students went on to participate in National Skills USA in Louisville, KY, in June with one student winning 1st in the nation
in Culinary Arts earning him a full-ride scholarship to the Culinary Institute of America. As part of the Phi Beta Lambda
organization, three students competed in the State competition. All three students placed in the competition and were
eligible to compete Nationally.    

At Kansas City Kansas Community College, Perkins funds were used to support SkillsUSA advisors in the accompanying
students to state and national competitive events.    

At Wichita Area Technical College (WATC), Skills USA is a partnership of students, teachers and industry representatives
working together to ensure America has a skilled workforce.  Perkins funds support the professional development costs
for WATC faculty to coach and advise students in their perspective fields of study at the state and national level.  With this
support, eleven students from WATC attended, and won, their competitions at the 2016 Kansas Skills USA Conference. 
With continued support from the faculty acting as their coaches and advisors, these eleven students continued on to the
2016 National Skills USA Conference. This was as a direct result of Perkins funds supporting the professional
development costs for this national competition; without this support these instructors would not have been able to
participate with the students, and the students would not have had the support they needed at a most critical time.    

A KBOR Perkins specialist serves on the SkillsUSA Board.    

   

7. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to support career and technical education
programs that offer experience in, and understanding of, all aspects of an industry for which students are
preparing to enter? 
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Yes

Many secondary CTE and academic instructors, guidance and career counselors, and administrators participated in
business and industry externships relative to their specific content areas through funds made available with the Perkins IV
local applications and the competitive Perkins Reserve Funds. The externship participants updated technical skills,
recognized needed curriculum revisions, and gained technology skills used in the workplace.  This professional
development is a local option that is dependent upon resources.    

The Kansas Advisory Committee for Career and Technical Education’s (KACCTE) purpose provides a unified voice to
advocate and provide recommendations for continuous improvement for secondary CTE to KSDE, Kansas Board of
Regents (KBOR), and the State Workforce Board.  The KACCTE members work closely with KSDE consultants to provide
direction in selecting industry-recognized credentials/certifications that are representative of industries in Kansas, as well
as, the global economy.  Through career cluster/pathway development, knowledge and skills are improved and aligned
with business and industry standards thus providing the framework for successful completion of selected third party
assessments.  KACCTE meetings are held every quarter to supply continuous support and information.  The KSDE
consultants maintain frequent contact with their Career Cluster Representative as well as attend the quarterly meetings.    

EPC’s host and coordinate 200 Kansas students and advisors at the weeklong SkillsUSA National Leadership and Skills
Conference in Louisville, KY in June 2016.  Through workshops, meetings, contests, and ceremonies, the students
expand their career path and personal development. These programs include activities such as Professional
Development, Community Service, Employment, SkillsUSA Championship Contests, Public Relations, and Social
Activities.  The TechSpo Career and Job Fair exhibitors were Liquid Nails, Miller Elec., Milwaukee Tool, Snap On,
Southwire, Toyota North America, and Harley Davidson among dozens of others.   Pittsburg State University and Fort
Scott Community College, from Kansas, were also represented at the largest trade show in career and technical
education!    

CTSO Advisors received assistance through Perkins Reserve Grants provided funding for advisors to take students to the
National SkillsUSA Leadership Conference in Louisville, KY and to participate in professional development activities while
at the conference. Each advisor received a $500 Perkins Reserve Grant to help offset their travel costs.  This will also
benefit all students in these schools’ programs through the skills & knowledge gained by the advisors attending the PD
activities at the conference grants went to both large and small schools.    

KSDE program consultants attend national level conferences and webinars to stay current in their program areas.  KSDE
staff members serve in leadership roles in professional organizations at local, state, and national levels.    

EPC led the Transportation cluster revision process with 9 high school instructors, 1 high school administrator, 2 college
representatives, and 2 business and industry representatives.  The committee looked at what was working within the
cluster and what needed changing. The committee added one new course & combined two collision courses into one full
credit course. In addition, the committee made minor competency edits to several courses.    

More than 300 teachers, administrators, and counselors attended the Kansas Association for Career and Technical
Education (K-ACTE) Annual Summer Conference held August 2016.  The KACTE Summer conference was presented by
the Kansas Association for Career and Technical Education (K-ACTE), the Kansas State Department of Education
(KSDE), and the Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR). It featured excellent educational opportunities; affiliate sessions; a
state awards program; time to network with colleagues; and vendor resources and services.  The first day was organized
by KSDE, starting off with Commissioner Randy Watson discussing the new Kansans Can vision and State Board
outcomes.  The remainder of the day focused on CTE cluster updates and quality pathways discussions.  The last two
days were planned by both K-ACTE and their affiliates.  The conference agenda focused on key initiatives and strategies
for the inclusion of academics in CTE, 21st Century Skills, technology, teaching and learning strategies, and green
technologies.  Presentations were posted to the K-ACTE website post-conference.    

KSDE staff organized and presented ten CTE Drive-In Workshops across Kansas this fall for all clusters.  Through these
regional workshops, KSDE staff provided Pathways technical assistance, Kansas CTE updates and news, and
professional development. CTE Coordinators, teachers and administrators attended these workshops.  Training on
various components of all Career Clusters and Development of Pathways were provided to all who attended.  These
training opportunities were provided to improve the understanding of Career Clusters and the development and content of
each Pathway.    
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EPC provided several Professional Development opportunities to high school instructors through Perkins Reserve grants:
LPSS full-day Workshop, Drafting Software Workshops, Drive-In Workshops, Cabinetmaking Workshop, Automotive
Workshop, OSHA Training Workshop, Photonics Workshop, and a Rafters Workshop.  There were 42 high school
instructors in attendance, and they were eligible for a combined total of over $14,000. This professional development will
ultimately serve all schools and students offering/taking these courses.    

EPC provided the opportunity for all high schools to submit a grant application that would provide funding for schools to
purchase new, innovative equipment for their programs within any of the following pathways:  transportation,
manufacturing, construction, or LPSS.  The grants went to twenty schools, both large and small districts.    

Association of Career Technical Education National Conference in New Orleans was attended in November 2015 by four
KSDE consultants and leadership.  This National conference on Career and Technical Education covers pedagogy,
trends, business standards, continuing education and guidance for students.  The group learned from other peer states
how they are improving CTE through breakouts, collaborating, networking in their areas.   KSDE Consultants attended
presentations, lectures and training in their respective areas, as well as general sessions that spoke broadly to the CTE
movement across the nation.   Approximately 70 teachers, administrators and KSDE personnel were in attendance from
across the State of Kansas.  National and state data were compared in relation to content delivered and disseminated to
colleagues in the field.    

Individual Perkins Reserve grants were awarded to 101 districts/consortiums to assist in Non-Traditional training and
updates focused on the completion of their secondary programs.  A total of 222 individual grants were awarded to districts
for over $270,968.  Information about non-traditional careers was be sent out to all districts and distributed during the CTE
Conference in February 2016 and at the K-ACTE Annual Summer Conference, held on August 1-3, 2016.  Visual
marketing pieces reflecting individuals in the workforce representing non-traditional roles were developed and will
continue to be distributed. KSDE and KBOR have plans for additional pathway areas to be highlighted for more visual
marketing.      

Coffeyville Community College utilizes advisory committees for each of the program areas to gather insight from industry
personnel on the skills/competencies needed for entry-level positions.  Advisory members are also asked to serve as
guest speakers for classes and in some program areas (e.g. EMT/Paramedic) they provide a specific lecture on a key
area (e.g. cardiology by an area Physician Assistant).  Coffeyville faculty not only pull industry personnel in for guest
speaking opportunities, but they also take students out to tour area industries to gain valuable experience and exposure to
the career field they are seeking.  Students in the Coffeyville medical program areas (e.g. EMT/Paramedic, Nursing, and
Medical Assisting) are required to complete clinical and field internship rotations with area health care facilities.  These
rotations provide the students with real-life hands-on opportunities to develop their skills. All of the CTE programs offered
at Coffeyville provide students with hands-on lab/shop experience to reinforce the competencies learned in the
classroom.  Students perform tasks in a live environment designed to teach workplace skills.  Coffeyville Community
College also hosted Manufacturing and Tech Days during the grant year to expose high school and postsecondary
students to opportunities in CTE.  These activities included tours of area industry as well as the training programs
available at Coffeyville Community College.     

In Fiscal Year 15/16 Colby Community College utilized several speakers in our Physical Therapy Assistant program that
allowed our career and technical education students to develop a better understanding of the industry.  These individuals
all possessed a level of expertise that helped bridge the gap between education and industry.     

At Dodge City Community College (DCCC), Perkins funds were used for faculty to attend meetings and enter into
agreements with industry. The Diesel program has in place a Memorandum of Agreement with the Kansas Department of
Transportation. This has brought equipment used in this industry onto their campus and into the Diesel shop to enable
hands-on training for students. The Welding program has expanded job opportunities to students by staying up to date
with multiple types of manufacturing across the state and nationwide. This also aids in keeping the curriculum and skills
attained current so students may enter the workforce confidently. DCCC Auto, Building Construction, and Welding
programs work in conjunction with Seaboard Foods to gain student internships throughout the summer. Scholarships are
also awarded by Seaboard to assist students in furthering their education.    

Highland Community College purchased a robotics software to provide their students knowledge in robotics in industry as
well as how other drafting software works with the robotics software.  This also allowed their instructor to gain professional
development.  This was the first step in a process to provide industrial robotics experience.    
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Hutchinson Community College hired a practicing physical therapist to speak to physical therapy students, faculty and
clinical students about their profession on campus.    

Johnson County Community College (JCCC) utilized Perkins funds to hire a consultant to put together a marketing case
study for students. The consultant utilized a case study approach to develop a series of videos about a local business.
The videos incorporated a variety of marketing topics tied to a single core business strategy. Video clips focused on
strategy, multichannel retailing, location, target market, pricing, managing the merchandise process, customer service,
and retail communication. The goal was to enhance the Marketing/Management curriculum through a “real world” case
study approach. At Johnson County Community College, a consultant was also hired to evaluate student internships. The
following activities were completed: best practices were researched for community college internship programs, research
for the development of a handbook for employers, industry representative from advisory committees and employer forum
participants were engaged regarding the challenges of paid student internships, current JCCC standards and procedures
for student internships were reviewed, an assessment was conducted of the amount of credit awarded for student
internship related to the number of hours the students spend working and a report was submitted on student internship
policy and procedure.    

At Kansas City Kansas Community College, a clinical coordinator was employed to expand work-based learning
opportunities for students in the paramedic program.  The coordinator schedules field internship visitations; monitors and
evaluates students; audits student clinical documentation; consults with preceptors, program instructors, medical director
and students; collects and maintains data for accreditation reports; and continuously plans for the next semester’s field
internship. To infuse expertise into the classroom, honorariums were provided for guest speakers, artists, and industry
professionals to present specialized classes that highlight modern innovations and current trends in business and
industry.    

Manhattan Area Technical College (MATC) increased participation in Kansas Board of Regent’s employer engagement
initiative with a goal to get each of their department’s involved in nominating an industry partner.  MATC hosted an
employer engagement ceremony on October 23, 2015 to recognize and thank our industry partners.     

Neosho County Community College has successfully changed program curriculum with the use of Advisory Boards. The
nursing curriculum is set up according to the core curriculum developed through Kansas State Board of Nursing (KSBN)
and Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR). The nursing department has approved the recently revised ADN outcomes. The
nursing advisory board meets once in the fall and once in the spring.  The meeting minutes reflect that data regarding
outcomes, student performance and emerging trends was presented and discussed in the meetings. All those attending
have the opportunity to give feedback regarding the nursing program’s curriculum. A suggestion was made to increase
leadership skills in nursing students.  Faculty believe this will be addressed with increased focus on professional nursing
skills in the new curriculum.  The Business and Technology Advisory Board is reviewing program outcomes and
assessment data is communicated to the Business and Technology Advisory Board. All outreach and workforce
development programs had fall advisory committee meetings.  Curriculum in surgical technology, HVAC, construction,
welding, coding, and medical assistant follow the state-wide aligned curriculum. The Computer Support Specialist
Program Alignment has been approved by KBOR.    

The technical faculty at Pratt Community College are dedicated to helping ensure all students pursuing vocational
degrees and/or certificates are directly and indirectly engaging with business and industry leaders both on and off
campus. Students participated in a plethora of field trips, demonstrations, hands-on experience, and guest speakers. For
example, AG Power Technology students were able to tour the CASE International Steiger Assembly Plant in Fargo,
North Dakota. Students were able to observe raw materials going into the plant and then a completed tractor drive out.
They also learned workscope consisted of 25% people and fixtures while 75% of labor was completed by robots.
According to the instructor, this was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. Similarly, the automotive faculty went on a tour of a
major dealership in Wichita so students could observe how a well-organized and busy automotive repair shop functions.   
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The Academic Advising program at Wichita Area Technical College (WATC) begins when a student expresses interest in
the college.  Advisors are assigned by major and act as subject matter experts to help prospective students decide if the
program that they are interested in is the right fit for them.  This includes discussing aspects of the career field including,
but not limited to, wage and benefit expectations, work environment, physical requirements and the variety and availability
of jobs the degree or certificate would provide them preparation to enter.  Additionally, Perkins funds are used to support
all CTE programs throughout the year, in some way.  Most often it is through professional development opportunities
available to CTE Faculty and CTE Administrators of the college.  These professional development opportunities allow
attendees to bring back new and innovative ideas, curriculum and pedagogy often directly related to industry and CTE
education, that have a profound impact on the students WATC serves.  WATC CTE programs are designed to introduce
students, regardless of their chosen program, to the variety of career pathways within the industry.  This occurs in
information sharing by Faculty, interaction with industry representatives, and the materials provided by the college.  Some
CTE programs, particularly Health Science programs, also have clinical rotations at area facilities that expose students to
the real-world experience in the career path(s) they are studying.    

Six of the colleges that receive Perkins funds applied for additional Leadership funds that helped with some of their
expenses for Manufacturing Day activities that involved local high school students, the institution’s manufacturing classes
and partnering industry. At Coffeyville Community College (CCC) the students toured industrial facilities on Wednesday,
October 12, in Montgomery County as part of Manufacturing Day 2016. The Coffeyville Community College Technical
Campus hosted this event as part of an effort to draw attention to the opportunities that a career in manufacturing can
provide. Tours were held at John Deere Coffeyville Works and Cessna in Independence.  The goal was to showcase local
career options that align with the technical training provided at CCC. Sam Carnes, IHS Counselor said, “I had a fun day
showing students some different career options at CCC’s Manufacturing Day.”  Highlighting area manufacturers provided
an opportunity for students to see what manufacturing is and isn’t and eliminated some of the myths; which encouraged
students to explore the option of career and technical education.  Manufacturing Day was a win-win for both the
manufacturer and the student. The college felt that they were able to engage the local high schools in promoting career
and technical education that will develop a highly skilled workforce that meets the needs and demands of our area
manufacturers. Both students and educators reported the event helped them gain more knowledge about manufacturing
careers and resources in our community. Cowley College all 191 Arkansas City Middle School students, along with
chaperoning teachers and counselors. The event started with an inspirational video, followed by a greeting from Cowley
College President, Dr. Dennis Rittle, speaker Jennifer Porter – a Cowley Alumni who now works for Skyline Industries, a
local manufacturer and CTE partner, and concluding with a shop safety chat from Rick Squires, Cowley’s Machine Tool
instructor. The event then moved to the CTE building where students talked with instructors and students, some of whom
were area high school students attending on SB-155 funding, from Automotive, Welding, Machine Tool, Numerical
Control, Non-Destructive Testing, Mechanical, and Mechatronics programs. Conversations focused on career possibilities,
projected salaries, and the types of classes they should take in high school to prepare for college courses in technical
careers.  Students also participated in a series of hands-on activities to give them a taste of each technical career.  Some
of the hands-on activities included: Learning to perform routine car maintenance, welding simulators, CNC programming,
radiographic and penetrant testing of welds and other materials, and wiring, installation, and aligning motor starters. At
Fort Scott Community College, the event was staged as follows. From 9:00 a.m. to noon registrants were divided into
three groups. Each group had the opportunity to tour three of the six participating manufacturing industries in Ft. Scott. 
After the tours, the groups returned to the FSCC East Campus where they had the opportunity to participate in hands-on
activities and visit with industry personnel representing FSCC programs. In the Construction area activities included
utilizing a chop saw and a nail driving competition. HVAC participants used meters to diagnose HVAC circuits.  Masonry
participants mixed mortar and laid a block wall. In Welding, participants experienced various welding tasks utilizing
welding simulators.    Pittsburg State University provided hands on experiences related to their Heavy Equipment
Maintenance program.  In addition, participants could interact with KansasWorks representatives and complete activities
in the KansasWorks Mobile Lab.  Kansas City Kansas Community College had students from various high schools attend
a different manufacturing facilities. Tours were conducted by plant personnel and information was handed out to the
students. The facilities that were toured were: General Motors Fairfax Plant, Huhtamaki Plant, Harley-Davidson Vehicle
and Powertrain Operations and Kansas City Kansas Community College Technical Education Center. At Seward County
Community College (SCCC) Attendees participated in the 3i show opening ceremonies, as well as visited with industry
representatives present during the show. Student were asked to fill out a survey reflective of their experiences of the
event so that SCCC as educators would have a picture of student understanding of some of the foundational concepts of
the manufacturing industries and corresponding careers. The 3i show traditionally has over 800 business, industry, and
manufacturing companies represented. A very large display of regional economic diversity.    
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8. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to support partnerships between education and
business, or business intermediaries, including cooperative education and adjunct faculty arrangements at the
secondary and postsecondary levels? 

Yes

More than 300 teachers, administrators, and counselors attended the Kansas Association for Career and Technical
Education (K-ACTE) Annual Summer Conference held August 2016.  The KACTE Summer conference was presented by
the Kansas Association for Career and Technical Education (K-ACTE), the Kansas State Department of Education
(KSDE), and the Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR). It featured excellent educational opportunities; affiliate sessions; a
state awards program; time to network with colleagues; and vendor resources and services.  The first day was organized
by KSDE, starting off with Commissioner Randy Watson discussing the new Kansans Can vision and State Board
outcomes.  The remainder of the day focused on CTE cluster updates and quality pathways discussions.  The last two
days were planned by both K-ACTE and their affiliates.  The conference agenda focused on key initiatives and strategies
for the inclusion of academics in CTE, 21st Century Skills, technology, teaching and learning strategies, and green
technologies.  Presentations were posted to the K-ACTE website post-conference.    

The Kansas Advisory Committee for Career and Technical Education’s (KACCTE) purpose provides a unified voice to
advocate and provide recommendations for continuous improvement for secondary CTE to KSDE, Kansas Board of
Regents (KBOR), and the State Workforce Board.  The KACCTE members work closely with KSDE consultants to provide
direction in selecting industry-recognized credentials/certifications that are representative of industries in Kansas, as well
as, the global economy.  Through career cluster/pathway development, knowledge and skills are improved and aligned
with business and industry standards thus providing the framework for successful completion of selected third party
assessments.  KACCTE meetings are held every quarter to supply continuous support and information.  The KSDE
consultants maintain frequent contact with their Career Cluster Representative as well as attend the quarterly meetings.    

The FCCLA Take Aim Conference provides leadership training to 550 students by teaching them about incorporating
national programs, appropriate social networking, and the STAR (competitive) events.    

Kansas FFA State Conference for Chapter Leaders, Kansas FFA Leader Lab and Stand and Deliver Conferences, and
the Kansas FFA District Officers Conference all provided opportunities for FFA officers and members to focus on
individual leadership skill development and activities.  Collaborative partners in these events include Cargill Meat
Solutions, Animal Health International, Turner Flowers, KSU College of Agriculture, the CHS Foundation and immediate
past State FFA Officers.  Over 150 FFA members attended these intense 24 hour conferences as well as 41 District FFA
Officers from 7 districts.  The Kansas FFA State Conference for Chapter Leaders registered 255 FFA chapter leaders
from 45 FFA chapter across the state.    

The Kansas FFA Convention registered over 1,630 plus FFA members, parents, guests and sponsors throughout out the
activities from 135 FFA Chapter across the state to grow their leadership knowledge, participate in Leadership Career
Development events that will qualify them for National FFA Career Development events, and conduct organizational
business.  In addition, the members have the opportunity to participate in six sessions packed with motivational speakers
on leadership and agriculture.  EPC collaborates with Kansas State University College of Agriculture, Kansas Department
of Agriculture, Local members and advisors from 135 high schools across the state.    

EPCs collaborate with national staff and state officers to facilitate the State FCCLA Leadership Conference and the
National FCCLA Leadership Conference.  Kansas was well represented at Nationals with 350 students that competed in
multiple events.  Over 1500 students and staff attended the state conference that included our State STAR (Competitive)
Events and two general sessions with a motivational speaker, track sessions, recognition and post-secondary exhibits.  
FCCLA Capitol Leadership Conference provided professional development and training on leadership and advocacy skills
to 350 staff and students.    

bEPC’s host and coordinate 200 Kansas students and advisors at the weeklong SkillsUSA National Leadership and Skills
Conference in Louisville, KY in June 2016.  Through workshops, meetings, contests, and ceremonies, the students
expand their career path and personal development. These programs include activities such as Professional
Development, Community Service, Employment, SkillsUSA Championship Contests, Public Relations, and Social
Activities.  The TechSpo Career and Job Fair exhibitors were Liquid Nails, Miller Elec., Milwaukee Tool, Snap On,
Southwire, Toyota North America, and Harley Davidson among dozens of others.   Pittsburg State University and Fort
Scott Community College, from Kansas, were also represented at the largest trade show in career and technical
education!    
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At Flint Hills Technical College (FHTC), Perkins and local funds were used to support several internship partnerships
between FHTC and business and industry partners.  The Industrial Engineering Technology (IET) instructor worked at
Bradbury Company in Moundridge, KS, for 3 weeks during the summer of 2015 and came away with a better
understanding of the automation troubleshooting, instrumentation and industrial mechanics needs that manufacturing has
and how he could better train students to fill these workforce needs.   In particular, the summer internship was helpful in
preparing the instructor for revising the curriculum and/or teaching delivery for the IET 214 Programmable Controllers, IET
217 Instrumentation, IET 246 Engineering Energy Applications, and IET 254 Troubleshooting courses.  The instructor also
participated in an internship with LMI Aerospace in Cottonwood Falls, working with their maintenance and engineering
teams.  During his two weeks there, he conducted several studies for the company, as well as making several
presentations to company employees on his findings.  In particular, he was involved in a study on LMI’s robots,
ergonomics, workflow and return on investment with their lighting systems.  He also made presentations to company
employees on safety and workflow integration.  Two other FHTC instructors participated in internships with business and
industry during the summer months.  The Business Administrative Technology (BAT) instructor, worked for a week at
Norfolk Iron & Metal in Emporia.  During her time there she worked with Norfolk’s Human Resources (HR) Director to
develop a task/skills list of job responsibilities for an HR assistant, as well as identifying the technology that is used by
Norfolk in the HR area.  It is a position that Norfolk currently is “outsourcing” to their front desk administrative assistant,
but would like to add in the near future.  She also compared and contrasted the current BAT curriculum to the HR skills
needed to see if FHTC is covering the necessary knowledge and skills that many of the BAT graduates will use on the job
in HR related functions.  While she discovered that most of what is required is covered in the curriculum, she also saw the
need to add curriculum/assignments on I-9 Employment Eligibility Forms to her BAT 119 Office Management 1 class. 
She will also be adding information that she learned at an HR Conference during that internship week to her PDV 101
Professional Development class as she prepares students for their mock interviews.  The Graphic Arts Technology (GAT)
instructor, worked with Kingston Printing in Eudora for two weeks in July.  During his time with Kingston, he focused on
learning how wide format printing works and how the day-to-day operations of a large printing company function.  He will
be using what he learned on the wide format printing and day-to-day operations in the GAT 107 Graphic Reproduction
Processes I and GAT 221 Graphic Reproduction Processes II classes to assist with competencies of 1) comparing
concepts of major printing processes, 2) printing products on a digital press and 3) finishing print products to a customers’
requirements.  Students will benefit from being better trained and having more marketable skills.  The Dental Hygiene
(HYG) instructors, both participated in relevant occupational experiences by working short-term in private dental offices
over the winter break.  They also volunteered at the Kansas Mission of Mercy to provide free dental care to some of the
1,300 patients who came because of their dental needs.  One of the instructors is also teaching 1st Aid/CPR courses for
several dental offices in the Emporia area.  Additionally, the HYG instructors worked with the Military Transition Director,
and Dr. Gerald Woolsey and his staff at the Topeka Veterans Administration Dental Clinic (VA) to establish an off-campus
educational enrichment site beginning the fall of 2016 for the 2nd year HYG AAS students. Students will be required to
complete experiences at the VA site; however, they will not be assessed on program competencies for clinical work done
at the site. The nursing programs at Emporia State University (ESU) and FHTC, along with clinical site partner New
Regional Health (NRH), have put together a Simulation Hospital in NRH’s former Intensive Care Unit that was no longer
being used for those purposes by NRH.  ESU had purchased 3 mannequins (two adults and one child) which were in use
by ESU’s BSN students.  FHTC purchased, partially through Perkins funds, a new high-fidelity mannequin (I-Stan).  Both
institutions nursing faculty, along with NRH’s nursing staff, trained on each other’s mannequins and used them with the
students this past year in a variety of clinical scenarios. FHTC connected with a variety of businesses, industries and
healthcare organizations through tours, field trips, guest presentations, etc.  Computer Program Design & Development
(CPD) had two former students who work for Tech Industries in Kansas City, Missouri and LMI Aerostructures in
Cottonwood Falls, KS come to speak to the CPD students about careers in their field and training needed to be
successful.  CPD also met with Valu-Net, an Emporia internet service provider, to help them change and update their web
page for the community.  Valu-Net chose a CPD student to be an intern and do their upgrade.   The Power Plant
Technology program toured 2 different power plants that were preparing for shut downs.  During these visits, the program
was able to obtain training materials and teaching aids for the PPT program to use in the FY ’17year.  FHTC held dual
credit, concurrent enrollment program (CEP) courses at secondary and post-secondary facilities around the state.  These
included 113 sections of technical education and general education courses were held at Chase County, Emporia,
Eureka, Garden City (online), Hartford, Lyndon, Northern Heights, Olpe and Santa Fe Trail (online) High Schools, as well
as students at Topeka (Washburn Institute of Technology), Lawrence (Peaslee Technical Training Center) and Kansas
City (Kansas City Kansas Community College Thomas Burke Technical Education Center).  In all, 1,183 students were
accommodated at outreach sites, a 135% increase in outreach student population from FY ‘15.  To help support these
outreach sites and the adjunct faculty there, FHTC gave focused attention to the sites through the new Dean of
Instructional Services.  The Dean gave oversight specifically to the CTE program adjuncts and also hired and developed
the CEP liaisons for the general education areas.  These liaisons assist all the outreach adjunct faculty by:  helping with
beginning of the course items like syllabi development, book ordering, curriculum and testing materials, etc.; providing
feedback through observations on the adjunct’s teaching and being an as-needed resource for questions/concerns that
come up throughout the year.    
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At Kansas City Kansas Community College, to infuse expertise into the classroom, honorariums were provided for guest
speakers, artists, and industry professionals to present specialized classes that highlight modern innovations and current
trends in business and industry.    

Manhattan Area Technical College used Perkins funds to support the Instructional Outreach Specialist, which allowed this
position to work directly with one adjunct faculty who delivered a college course at Manhattan High School.    

Neosho County Community College used Perkins funds to help provide CTE programs at their locations in Chanute,
Lawrence, and Garnett which allowed for partnerships with surrounding high schools to provide education to students
cooperatively.  Relationships between educational entities have been built with the assistance of Perkins funds that will
continue with positive results.  These programs and funds have also been the catalyst for cooperation between us and
many local businesses.    

KBOR developed the Employer Engagement Initiative whereby institutions submit names to be recognized at the state
level (see attached)    

   

9. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to support the improvement or development of new
career and technical education courses and initiatives, including career clusters, career academies, and distance
education? 

Yes

Kansas FFA State Conference for Chapter Leaders, Kansas FFA Leader Lab and Stand and Deliver Conferences, and
the Kansas FFA District Officers Conference all provided opportunities for FFA officers and members to focus on
individual leadership skill development and activities.  Collaborative partners in these events include Cargill Meat
Solutions, Animal Health International, Turner Flowers, KSU College of Agriculture, the CHS Foundation and immediate
past State FFA Officers.  Over 150 FFA members attended these intense 24 hour conferences as well as 41 District FFA
Officers from 7 districts.  The Kansas FFA State Conference for Chapter Leaders registered 255 FFA chapter leaders
from 45 FFA chapter across the state.    

Our web-based system Pathways, and the Career Pathways Program of Study Application (CPPSA), is consistently being
improved with updates and suggestions from the district users and KSDE staff.  Annually, LEAs submit program
information to show continuous improvement of their Pathway’s programs.  We have implemented the option of not
updating annually with an approved 3 year Improvement Plan in the pathway.   Maintenance of an approved pathway may
include the addition/deletion of courses in the CTE sequence; updated advisory committee membership, and the
three-year Improvement plan that reflects advisory committee recommendations; active articulation agreements; and
programs of study (POS). There were 11% more new Pathway applications implemented in the Spring of 2016 than the
previous year.  State consultants and the Pathways Help Desk provide technical assistance to users to navigate the
CPPSA and respond to program improvements for implementation of CTE pathways POS.    

EPC led the Transportation cluster revision process with 9 high school instructors, 1 high school administrator, 2 college
representatives, and 2 business and industry representatives.  The committee looked at what was working within the
cluster and what needed changing. The committee added one new course & combined two collision courses into one full
credit course. In addition, the committee made minor competency edits to several courses.    

     

The KSDE maintains policies that reflect a progressive, challenging agenda that seek to ensure that CTE’s contributions
and potentials are realized.  The policy motions ensure that all students will achieve challenging academic and technical
standards and be prepared for high-skill, high-wage or high-demand occupations in current or emerging professions by
improving high school completion and the transitions to and success in postsecondary degree or credentialing programs. 
Policy motion two specifically states, “Adopt integrated core content standards with CTE Career Cluster Pathways utilizing
the 21st Century Skills as the organizing principle” and policy motion six specifically states “Expect that all students enter
secondary-level studies prepared to succeed in project-based, contextual learning activities that prepare them for further
education and training that meet rigorous academic and technical standards.”  Through the implementation of new
Kansas standards in mathematics and literature, which promotes student learning through lessons and activities that
utilize high knowledge and high application (Quadrant D Adaptation), school districts are beginning to demonstrate higher
levels of CTE/academic blending as part of their pathway and academic courses to meet these to policy motions.    
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The Energy pathway was newly developed for Kansas’ schools.  The number of course offerings in the business
pathways were adjusted to better reflect industry needs.  The committee is comprised of representatives from
business/industry (one from each Career Cluster), industry organizations, and advisory members from other state
agencies and school districts. They advise KSDE on needs of business & industry and assist in developing and improving
our Career Clusters & Pathways.  KSDE staff and KACCTE members representing their respective clusters/pathways
provide quarterly updates to KACCTE during the year as they continue to maintain relevant pathway choices.    

Hutchinson Career and Technical Education Academy (HCTEA) partners with Hutchinson Community College (HCC) to
ensure that students advance toward college graduation sooner and with industry recognized certifications. This
partnership ensures that students do not repeat learning outcomes resulting in a significant savings in college tuition. The
partnership between HCTEA and HCC also benefits students in the areas of instructor expertise and state of the art
equipment.    

FY16 Competitive Reserve Fund grants provided over 300 opportunities for teachers and LEA’s to attend a variety of
professional development opportunities, participate in curriculum development, purchase of current industry level
resources and collaborate with post-secondary and businesses in their region. Through the application process, it was
strongly encouraged and supported to include academic teachers and counselors to ensure that integration of rigorous
academics at all levels was part of the improvement process.  Through partnerships with teachers, business, parents and
other in the community, these grants helped to build stronger and more relevant pathways for students within the LEAs.    

KSDE staff updated the Career Cluster Guidance Handbook for all teachers, administrators, and guidance counselors to
assist in the local development of Programs of Study (POS).  The document consists of 35 Cluster/Pathway Design
Sheets, definitions, POS template, course crossover matrix, and additional information needed to select and implement
pathways programs of study at the local level.  The current year handbook is available as well as the handbook for the
2017 – 18 school year was updated early to aide in planning for any new pathways.  This year even more help documents
were included to aide districts in all aspects of their pathways system maintenance, funding, and KSDE policies.  KSDE
Staff also presented multiple cluster updates to pathway instructors, state Curriculum Coordinators, and K – 12 Instructors
at several conferences and workshops.    

Association of Career Technical Education National Conference in New Orleans was attended in November 2015 by four
KSDE consultants and leadership.  This National conference on Career and Technical Education covers pedagogy,
trends, business standards, continuing education and guidance for students.  The group learned from other peer states
how they are improving CTE through breakouts, collaborating, networking in their areas.   KSDE Consultants attended
presentations, lectures and training in their respective areas, as well as general sessions that spoke broadly to the CTE
movement across the nation.   Approximately 70 teachers, administrators and KSDE personnel were in attendance from
across the State of Kansas.  National and state data were compared in relation to content delivered and disseminated to
colleagues in the field.    

The Energy pathway was newly developed for Kansas’ schools.  The number of course offerings in the business
pathways were adjusted to better reflect industry needs.  The committee is comprised of representatives from
business/industry (one from each Career Cluster), industry organizations, and advisory members from other state
agencies and school districts. They advise KSDE on needs of business & industry and assist in developing and improving
our Career Clusters & Pathways.  KSDE staff and KACCTE members representing their respective clusters/pathways
provide quarterly updates to KACCTE during the year as they continue to maintain relevant pathway choices.  

10. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to provide activities to support entrepreneurship
education and training? 

Yes

With state membership of the national consortium MBA Research, Kansas teachers receive a variety of resources for
entrepreneurship instruction.     

Entrepreneurship competencies/concepts are embedded across the Career Cluster pathways standards in a variety of
capacities to meet the spectrum of needs of Kansas secondary students as well as business and industry across the
state.    

CTSO competitive events in BPA, DECA, FBLA, SkillsUSA, and FCCLA support entrepreneurship with many contests.
 These leadership events are promoted for students’ professional learning experiences.    
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The Governor’s Council on Economic Development in Education has partnered with a variety of business and industry
across the state for form the “Employer Engagement” initiative through the Advancing Career Pathways Project awarded
by the Office of Vocational and Adult Education.  Each business partner will sign an agreement to support and provide
entrepreneurship opportunities for high school students and be recognized by the Kansas State Department of Education,
Kansas Board of Regents, and the State of Kansas.    

Reserve fund applications provided Kansas LEA’s with opportunities to participate in an externship with small business
entrepreneurs in their regions that were selected on existing pathways within the districts.  Through dissemination and
resource sharing at the state level, this has been replicated to give other students the experience, increased awareness of
the details needed operate a small business successfully, and including financial planning in many other areas outside the
classroom.    

Perkins Reserve funds have been awarded to Rigorous Programs of Study Pathways that show exemplary direction and
collaboration with business and industry, promoting career exploration and entrepreneurship opportunities through
partnerships.  Several grantee districts had given students the opportunity to explore and begin business opportunities
through partner business where students do market research, product development, and cost analysis.  Stafford high
school is an example with their collaboration with Hudson Mills through their Restaurant and Event Management pathway
and the production of several new flour and milled grain products.    

The Professional Learning Experience Handbook provides students with all aspects of an industry at the application level
and enforces the need to focus on technical skills needed for the student to be successful in the workplace.    

EPCs collaborate with national staff and state officers to facilitate the State FCCLA Leadership Conference and the
National FCCLA Leadership Conference.  Kansas was well represented at Nationals with 350 students that competed in
multiple events.  Over 1500 students and staff attended the state conference that included our State STAR (Competitive)
Events and two general sessions with a motivational speaker, track sessions, recognition and post-secondary exhibits.  
FCCLA Capitol Leadership Conference provided professional development and training on leadership and advocacy skills
to 350 staff and students.    

EPC’s host and coordinate 200 Kansas students and advisors at the weeklong SkillsUSA National Leadership and Skills
Conference in Louisville, KY in June 2016.  Through workshops, meetings, contests, and ceremonies, the students
expand their career path and personal development. These programs include activities such as Professional
Development, Community Service, Employment, SkillsUSA Championship Contests, Public Relations, and Social
Activities.  The TechSpo Career and Job Fair exhibitors were Liquid Nails, Miller Elec., Milwaukee Tool, Snap On,
Southwire, Toyota North America, and Harley Davidson among dozens of others.   Pittsburg State University and Fort
Scott Community College, from Kansas, were also represented at the largest trade show in career and technical
education!    

     

     

   

11. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to improve the recruitment and retention of career
and technical education teachers, faculty, administrators, or career guidance and academic counselors, and the
transition to teaching from business and industry, including small business? 

Yes

KSDE CTE staff worked collaboratively with the KSDE Teacher Education and Licensure Team and Pittsburg State
University to redesign the process for obtaining a Restricted Technical Certificate for persons wanting to teach approved
CTE courses but do not hold a Kansas Teacher License in CTE.  The new design has allowed districts to recruit
individuals coming from business and industry, postsecondary institutions, or teachers who hold licenses in other or
non-CTE areas to now teach CTE classes.  This has been a large factor in filling many vacancies across the state where
the classes would have not been offered or programs would have been closed if this had not been available.    
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More than 300 teachers, administrators, and counselors attended the Kansas Association for Career and Technical
Education (K-ACTE) Annual Summer Conference held August 2016.  The KACTE Summer conference was presented by
the Kansas Association for Career and Technical Education (K-ACTE), the Kansas State Department of Education
(KSDE), and the Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR). It featured excellent educational opportunities; affiliate sessions; a
state awards program; time to network with colleagues; and vendor resources and services.  The first day was organized
by KSDE, starting off with Commissioner Randy Watson discussing the new Kansans Can vision and State Board
outcomes.  The remainder of the day focused on CTE cluster updates and quality pathways discussions.  The last two
days were planned by both K-ACTE and their affiliates.  The conference agenda focused on key initiatives and strategies
for the inclusion of academics in CTE, 21st Century Skills, technology, teaching and learning strategies, and green
technologies.  Presentations were posted to the K-ACTE website post-conference.    

The Center for Career and Technical Education Teacher Development and Innovation at the Pittsburg State University
(PSU) has four main objectives.  The first is the continued delivery of Technical Teacher Education offered in a
sequenced program to assist these new instructors in making the transition from working in business and industry to the
teaching field.  PSU provides university mentorship and the opportunity to stay current in their occupational area at
reduced or no cost.  The final objective is to have a web-based presence where CTE instructors across the state can log
in to share or download teaching aides and materials.  With this program, instructors were certified, and then they would
certify their students.    

Dodge City Community College used Perkins funds for professional development of CTE faculty, administrators,
counselors, advisors, and staff. By staying current on information and skills pertaining to Technical Education programs,
they are better prepared to assist students in reaching their career goals and by supporting business and industry in
providing a skilled workforce.    

Perkins funds were used at Flint Hills Technical College (FHTC) to help new or fairly new instructors in their transition
from business to the classroom by sending them to Kansas Council for Workforce Education’s “New Instructor Seminar.”
As well, FHTC hosted a “Classroom Management” seminar, led by Pittsburg State University CTE faculty.     

Hutchinson Community College uses Perkins funds to send new CTE faculty to the Kansas Council for Workforce
Education’s “New Instructor Seminar.”    

Kansas City Kansas Community College used Perkins funds to send new CTE instructors to the Kansas Council for
Workforce Education’s “New Instructor Seminar” and other KCWE workshops on Assessment or Classroom Management
to help with their transition from the field to the classroom.    

Neosho County Community College has HVAC faculty that had been hired with Perkins funds and they continue to teach
in the Eastern Kansas Rural Technology Center. They have also hired adjunct instructors to teach welding, HVAC and
construction in Lawrence.    

Pratt Community College used Perkins funds to improve and expand the quality of technical faculty by allocating funds to
support two 1.0 FTE faculty members in the Electrical Power Technology Program and Nursing Programs. As a testament
to dedication to improving educational opportunities a first year Electrical Power Technology Program instructor in
Wichita, who attended the KCWE New Instructors’ Seminar was awarded an Instructor of the Year Award after receiving
nominations from six of his students.    

At Washburn University, many faculty are able to attend professional conferences which offer education tracks. These
sessions provide helpful information on transitioning from business to education and in application of real world
knowledge into the classroom.    

   

12. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to support occupational and employment
information resources? 

Yes
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SkillsUSA Kansas Fall Leadership Conference is a 2-day conference in helping student work with their district delegation,
attend five to seven quality workshops, and enhance leadership skills. The programs done at the Fall Leadership
Conference are to help impact students career path and personal development. These programs include activities such as
Professional Development, Community Service, Employment, Ways and Means (Fundraising), SkillsUSA Championship
Contests, Public Relations, and Social Activities. Some of the sessions offered specifically were: Public Speaking,
Scholarships, Interview Skills, Insurance, Finance, and Housing.  Curtis Waltermire, a mentalist from Valley Center, KS
was our guest speaker. Mr. Waltermire entertained the SkillsUSA members with his mind bending treats and extraordinary
mind reading performances at both the opening and closing ceremonies. His message to SkillsUSA members was to
follow the talent or passion that is inside them. Do what it takes to succeed and make dreams a reality. Other 30 Minutes
Professional Workshops were put on by our HS State Officer Team.  The conference was attended by over 160 students
and advisors from high schools and postsecondary college’s around the state. This year we included the TechSpo Career
and Job Fair participants such as, Fort Scott Community College, Coffeyville Community College, Northwest Kansas
Technical College, and Kansas Works.    

The Kansas Advisory Committee for Career and Technical Education’s (KACCTE) purpose provides a unified voice to
advocate and provide recommendations for continuous improvement for secondary CTE to KSDE, Kansas Board of
Regents (KBOR), and the State Workforce Board.  The KACCTE members work closely with KSDE consultants to provide
direction in selecting industry-recognized credentials/certifications that are representative of industries in Kansas, as well
as, the global economy.  Through career cluster/pathway development, knowledge and skills are improved and aligned
with business and industry standards thus providing the framework for successful completion of selected third party
assessments.  KACCTE meetings are held every quarter to supply continuous support and information.  The KSDE
consultants maintain frequent contact with their Career Cluster Representative as well as attend the quarterly meetings.    

Association of Career Technical Education National Conference was attended in December 2015 by KSDE consultants
and leadership.  All things CTE were learned from other states through discussions on how they are improving CTE in
other states.  This was done through breakout sessions, collaborating, and networking.  Approximately 100 teachers and
administrators were also in attendance from Kansas.    

EPCs collaborate with national staff and state officers to facilitate the State FCCLA Leadership Conference and the
National FCCLA Leadership Conference.  Kansas was well represented at Nationals with 350 students that competed in
multiple events.  Over 1500 students and staff attended the state conference that included our State STAR (Competitive)
Events and two general sessions with a motivational speaker, track sessions, recognition and post-secondary exhibits.  
FCCLA Capitol Leadership Conference provided professional development and training on leadership and advocacy skills
to 350 staff and students.    

EPC’s host and coordinate 200 Kansas students and advisors at the weeklong SkillsUSA National Leadership and Skills
Conference in Louisville, KY in June 2016.  Through workshops, meetings, contests, and ceremonies, the students
expand their career path and personal development. These programs include activities such as Professional
Development, Community Service, Employment, SkillsUSA Championship Contests, Public Relations, and Social
Activities.  The TechSpo Career and Job Fair exhibitors were Liquid Nails, Miller Elec., Milwaukee Tool, Snap On,
Southwire, Toyota North America, and Harley Davidson among dozens of others.   Pittsburg State University and Fort
Scott Community College, from Kansas, were also represented at the largest trade show in career and technical
education!    

Flint Hills Technical College used both Perkins funds and local funds to purchase occupational and employment
information resources. The occupational and employment information benefitted students from 5 different programs of
study.    

The Vice President for Student Learning from Neosho County Community College attended a webinar to investigate the
varied options that EMSI has to offer with regard to occupational data in our service region.  Information for two products,
Analyst™ and Career Coach™ was reviewed and discussed in college committees.  Ultimately a one-year subscription to
Analyst™ was agreed upon by the college and approved by the Board of Trustees.  A group of 6 members of the Student
Learning Division are now trained users of the Analyst™ program.  The counties selected for this process include:
Neosho, Allen, Anderson, Miami, Franklin, Johnson, Douglas, Shawnee, Wyandotte, and Crawford.  These counties
surround our service area.  The Analyst™ tool will be used to identify occupational outlook data from those specific
counties.  The college will use this, in addition to the Kansas Occupational Outlook information to analyze and predict
programmatic changes or updates that need to occur in order to respond to the needs of specific communities. The 6
users will be working on “mining” the data from the Analyst™ tool, which will provide up to a 10-year prediction of
occupational information for those counties    
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Kansas is a participant in  the "Dream It Do It" initiative and has worked with institutions to broadly expand this effort
across the state.    KBOR has also secured additional grant funds to support this initiative in various activities to further
expand its' reach.    

See the attached chart which share participant numbers.     


